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CORRECTIONS

in

The .Financing and Reimbursement of Graduate
Medical Education

prepared by the Staff of the
National Center for Healkth Seilfices Research

Health Resources Administration, DHEW

..0

r

1. Tne opening sentence of pargraph 2 in the Introduction 'Should read:
There is little argument that the physician is the most expensive
form of health manpower or that the physician is a critical decision-
maker in allocating resources for the production of health care
.services. -

2. Line 6 of paragraph 4 on page 22 should read:-for 1973 (4814) and
those shown in Table XI for 1973 (1100) offered, 1022.

3. Second paragraph, line 5 on page 43 should read: geographic distri-
bution of residencies by census region and state from the Directory
of Residenci6s g the AMA, 1976.

4. Figui-esin the second table on page 51 should be corrected in columns
1, 3 and 6 as follows:

Projection of Total Number of Residents and-_\
Total Annual ,Salary Costs
1980

No. SariTy Total No. Salary Total

$(000)
Primary 29,272 $19,042 $557,397 44,565 $49,045 1,918,300
Other 34,362 20,737 712,648 44,565 46,877 2, 084,386

63,634 $1,270,045, 89,130 -- $4,002,686

C.,

5. The last paragraph on page 52 should begin: Section IV discusses. the
.bbjectiveS of the teaching hospital...
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I. INTRODUCTION

The health care industry is one of the most labor-intensive industries in

the American economy. Any policy of activity which purports to alter the
quantity, control the quality, or contain the costs of health care services
will inevitably afct end be influenced by the supply and characteristics
of personnel employed in the provision, of thes. services.

There is little manpower that the physician is the most expensive form of
health manpower or that the physician is a critical decision-maker in allo-
cating resources for,the production of health care services. in addition

to providing their own highly valued services, physicians make decisions in

the,p&tients' behalf regarding the need for and duration of institutional

care. Additionally, they have an influence on the use of many other pro-

fessional and ancillary services and facilities. Thus.their education and

orientation have been singled got as intervention points as public concerns

have emerged on cost containment and access to services.

Since the 1950's funding for the training of health professions has come from

a.complex array of government agencies which made the Federal government the
principal source of funding for the education of physicians. This support

caused the expansion and restructuring of graduate medical education with

an emphasis on specialization. The biomedical- research' training support

also focused on specialization.

Theseeds for these becoming major issues were planted in the legislation of

the mid-60's that emphasized in-patient services. The Heart; Cancer, and

Stroke Act of 1965 plated emphasis on bringing the most sophisticated techn-

ologies in medical care to all hospitals regardless of need. This further
compounded:Ahe-trend.toward specialization by physicians in training.
ix.ceedin,ethe,impact of th-Ts-Tegisletionhowever, were the Social Security

Amendments to the Public Health Service Act af ,1966-establishi_ng Medicare

(Title XVIII) and Medicaid (Title XIX).

There had been a steady growth of third-party insurors for medical care
since World War II but few.of.the patients hospitalized under such insur-

ance were used in'teaching hospitals to teach physicians in training. The

patients who did serve in this capacity were those who occupied the so-called

pubTic beds subSidized by the hospital in return for some local,. state, and

federal support. This subsidization led to severe constraints on the number
of residency positions that could be offered by teaching hospitals. With

the advent of Medicare and Medicaid came the same "usual and customary"

f'eimbursement received for services to other.,patients by third-party payors.
Teaching hospitals were given an additional source of revenue and could

expand their residency positions. "The keeper of the purse strings had

changed."
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It became' evident to po-licy.make hat while highly sophisticatedtechn- .

. ologies and physicians capable f.delImeringthighly complex care-serged ..- w'rr'"\tt.

., patients well., these 'patients. were-only ii, small percent of the popul.,atiop

and a great inequity had grown between dollars spent on in-patient services; '*--- 7.-.-t

the training of physiciens'orieAted.towaH the delivery of such services',
and the access to -ambulatory care services by the majority of-the public.

,

,A,recopition of this inequity was contained'in the support. of Family Medi-
cine:residency prograMs under the Comprehensive Health Manpower Act of 1971
but a giant leap forward is encompassed in the Health Professions'Educational
-Asi'istance 'Act of 197.Eryith its emphasis on preparing physicians to deliver

Orimary,*amliulatory car'e? 4

This paper is therefore organized into some sequential building of the various
impacts of previous legislation and current sources of financing on graduate
medical education and leads to:

. ei - z 4
Implications for teaching hlspit'als for such a change iiiAbcm44,_
regarding the financing and reimbursement for graduate medical -4"4-

--,education. - .
.7,.

, ..
... , =t,.

Potential impact of ainational health insurance plan.

Some options available to change specialty choice and geographic
distribution through financing mechanisms.

o Need for additional information about the current status of
'financing for policy makers to make informed decisions.

Needs for long term research on the outcomes of policy decisions.

The issues which emphasize the importance of'policy recommendations regard-
ing the financing and reimbursement of graduate medical education are dis-
cussed in detail in the pape'r:

---e-__In-__patient versus outpatient differentials by third party payors
in the:reimbursement for, services as training moves to'emphasize

primary, ambulatory care: _

The vulnerability of educational costs as teaching-hospitals move
toward cost containment.

.

o Effect of financing patterns on how teaching hospitals decide the
kind and number of residency positions to offer in order to meet
patient care responsibilities.

As costs of graduate medical education increase, the viable
alte'rnatives to teaching hospitals to meet their objectives of
patient care, teaching, research and prestige.

-2-
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The exploration of these issues for consideration by the Graduate Medical
Eddcation National Advisory Committee is the primary goal o this paper.
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. II. FINANCING GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION (LIMITED JO INTERNSHIPS AND
RESIDENCIES)

. A. Background*

Fein and Weber stated in Financing Medical Education "The discussion of
medical education usually focuses on the medical school .nd the first four .

years of the physician's professional training. Yet, one of the first things.
that strikes.tho analyst is the importance of the teaching hospital in the
education of the resident. Unfortunately, the only institutional data that
are collected and available on a somewhat systematic basis deal with the
medical school." 1/

In "Financing Medical-Education" .Kaufman .points out "Although the cost of
educating the undergraduate medical student is sulstantial, available .

analyses of faculty and resource util.ization2indicate that the majority of
the cost of medical eduCation actually goes for graduate ediWation- -the
education .of interns, residents...". Thus, graduate education must be con- ,
sidered as much a part of medical education as undergraduate, and house
officers receive an increasing proportion of the hea3th care dollar as
opposed to undergraduates. 2/

The growth of graduate medical education and its attendant, costs was remark:
able after the mid-60's decisions regarding reimbursement and recommendations
that academic medical centers assume institutional responsibility for gradu-
ate medical education. During the late 196G's medical schools were mandated
to increase the size of their classes due to a perceive?overall shortage
of physicians at that time rather than a,maldistribution by specialty and-
geographic- location. The combination of expanded sources of revenues for
patient services (Soda) Security Amendments to the Public Health Service
Act of 1966, '' Medicare" Title XVIII and "Medicaid"*Title X), increased
the 'Wilber of graduates seeking-residency positions. The .increased number

of ho?pitals becoming affiliated with academic centers to provide these
positions in respons.to reimbursement pro-Visions and the demand for non-
primary,residencie:, is reflected in the trends in graduate medical education
through 1974. (Table I)

.

* Excerpted in partfrom Medicare-Medicaid Reimbursement Policies, Social
Security.Studies Final Report, Institute of Medicine, NAS, March 1, 1976.

(
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The number of internships increased steadily from 1962 to 1972, but dropped
_.s4ritolkin the last two years with the phasing out of freestanding intern-

SO that in 1974 less than one percent more were offered than in 1962.
*es:10*y positions, however, continued to increase markedly: in 1974 there
100-53=Pergent more residency positions offered than in 1962. Much of-the

increase in the last three or 'Tour years results from the transformation
of - internships into first -year residency positions. 3/

Scincejhe_initial rapid growth in the 1950sale greateA. increase the

nliber of internships and,residenciet-o fered was in. the period from
1968 to 1974. During the same time, the number of teaching hospitals
associated with medical schools almost doubled.

0
3`
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TABLE I. NUMBER OF INTERNSHIP AND RESIDENCY POSITIONS OFFERED (Selected

Years 1946-74)

Year Internships

Annual

Percent
Change Residencies

Annual
Percent

Change

1945-46

1950-51

1955-56

1960-61

8,429

9,370
11,616

12,507

8,930

19,364
26,516

32,786

1061-62 12,074 -4 35,403 8

1962-63 12,024 -1 36,502 3

1963-64 12,229 2 37,356 2

1964-65 12,728 4 38,750 4

1965-66 12,954 2 38,979 1

1966-67 13,569 5. 39,384 1

1967-68
1968-69

13,761

14,312

1

3

41,695
42,351

@,
6

2

1969-70 15,003 6 45,351 7

1970-71 15,354 2 46,584 3

1971-72 15,422 * 50,198 8

1972-73 13,650 -12 51,658 3

4973-74 , 12,165 -11 54,137 5,

Source: Directory of Internships and Residencies, 1974-75 (Chicago: American

Medical Association, 1975).
*-,Less than 0.5 percent.



Table II shows the distribution of residency positions by specialty and

- the percent changes for the five-year period. 1964-74. 'Fourteen of the 23

specialties which offered in 1963-64 showed a greater growth in

the second five-year period. General practice, which increased slightly

during the 9eriod 1964-69, showed a 35 percent decrease in residences filled

in the period 1969-74. This decrease has been more than offset, however,
iby the gr6wth in family practice residencies filled, from an initial 265 in

1971 to 1,765 in 1974. Recent data from the National Internship and Resid-

ency Matching Program indicate that in the fall of 1976 61% of U.S. graduates

in first year residencies will be in primary card, currently defined as

family/general practice, general internal medicine, and general pediatrics. 4/

The Health Professions Edycational Assistance Act of 1976 .(P.L. 94-484)

gives priority to students selecting future primary care ,residentfes and

teaching hospitals providing these programs.

Formal postgraduate training in osteopathy was first recognized with the

establishment of the Committee on Hospitals of the. American Osteopathic'

Association (AOA) in 1930. This committee was charged with setting require-

ments for the training of interns and residents and developing guidelines

to evaluate patient care within osteopathic hospitals.

In 1936, 18 osteopathic hospitals were approved for training 81 interns. By:

1973-74, there were 67 hospitals with approved, programs training 487 interns

and 452 residents. 5/ One year of internship in an approved osteopathic

hospital is required by 35 states for licensure.

Although the number of osteopathic internships offered has remained fairly

steady, increasing only19 percent since 1964-65; residencies offered have

more than tripled in the same period (Table III). The distribution of

residendies offered by specialty (Table IV) depicts the growth in training

in the surgical subspecialties, internal medicine, pediatrics, pathology,

and radiology.

Traditionally, hospital costs associated with graduate medical education,

such as house officer salaries (which in 1975 averaged $11,250 per year for

,--fil--sr--year---res-ident-sin-hospiiMs associated with a medical school) 6/

have been paid out of patient care revenues, or' afld-lodal-appro-

priations. These costs are included in the computation of hospital daily

rates. In the Institution of Medicine's study of a sample of 81 teaching

hospitals, house officer salaries represented an average of four percent ,t7

of total expenditures. In recent years, concern has been expressed as to

whether such custs should continue to be defined as patient care costs and,

therefore, paid by or on behalf of the patient receiving care in teaching

hospitals, or should be defined as education'costs to be financed by the

community at large.



TABLE II. NUMBER OF RESIDENCY POSITIONS FILLED (Selected Years, 19641974)
Percent
Change

Specialty 1964 1969 1974 1964-1969

Percent
.Change
1969-1974

Total 29,295 34,609 48,869 18 41

Anesthesiology 1,145 1,502 2,008 31 34
Colon & rectal surgery 16 29 30 81 3

Dermatology 410 512 688 25 34
Family practice - - 1,765 - a/
General practice 370 402 260 9 -.15

Internal medicine 5,129 6,163 9,427 20 53
Neurosurgery 435 504 609 16 21

Neurology 503 684 981 36 42
Nuclear medicine 41 - b/
Obstetrics & gynecology 2,457 2,503 3,18 2 27
Ophthalmology 969 1,238sf:, 1,500 28 21

Orthopedic-surgery 1,388 1,5731'. 2,268 13 44
Otolaryngology 621 873 995 41 14
Pathology 1,944 2,230 2,846 15 28 .

Forensic "--- --1 31 c/
Neuropathology 57 - d/

Pediatrics 1,820 2,185 4,231 20 94
Pediatric allergy 23 65 99 183 52

Pediatric cardiology 33 125 120 279 -4
Physical med. & rehab. 181 277 368 53 , 33
Plastic surgery 152 201 362 32 80
Psychiatry 3,274 3,620 4315 '11 19
Child psychiatry 343 473 588 38 24
Radiology .. 1,490 2,240 1,205 50 59e/

Diagnostic 2,009
Therapeutic - - 348 -

Surgery 5,656 6,064 7,131 7 18
Thoracic surgery 224 279 282 25 1

Urology 712 867 1,122 22 29

Source: Directory of Internships and Residencies, selected years (Chicago:
American Medical Association).

a/ First offered in 1970-71 (265 positions).
b/ First offered in 1973-74.
E/ First offered in 1970-71 (20 positions).
T1/ First offered in 1972-73 (56 positions).
e/ Calculation based on the sum of positions for radiology, diagnostic

radiology, and therapeutic radiology.

-8-
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If each beneficiary program were to pay itsfair share of the house officer
salary and other training costs within the hospital, an allocation of the
house officers' time to the major programs to which they contribute -- edu-
cation, patient care, their own learning, and, in some institutions,' research
--would be required. However, 67 percent of a house officer's time is spent
in the joint activities of patient care and teaching or patient care under
direct, supervision, a joint patient care and learning situation for the house
officer (Table V). Only half their time is spent in distinct and separate
activities. A method-such as the one used by the Institute of Medicine to
determine the costs of medical student education, might be used to allocate
house officer's time among separate activities.' (See page 33)

-9-
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TABLE III, NUMBER OF INTERNSHIPS AND RESIDENCIES OFFERED IN OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE (Selected Years, 1948-74)

Year Internships Residencies

1948-49 325 NA

1949-50 350 NA

1963 -64 NA 239

1964-65 540 NA

1968-69 568 652

1969-70 . 569 NA

1970-71 560 NA

1971-72 586 NA

1972-73 598 825

1973 -74 '643 889

Source: American Ass'ociation of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine, personal
communication, Novdmber 18, 1975, IOM Study, p. 154.

NA: Not available

t

18



TABLE IV. APPROVED OSTEOPATHIC RESIDENCY PROGRAMS (Selected Years, 1963-1974)

Specialty 1963-64 1968-69 1973-74

Total approved programs 239 652 889

Anesthesiology 25 85 99

General practice -- -- 15

Internal medicine 48 122 169

Neurology '- 1 9

Obstetrics & gynecology 14 38 65

Ophthal. & otorhinolaryn 8 30 54 N
Pathology 13 46 52 N
Pediatrics 10 35 46

Proctology 1

Rehabilitation medicine 4

Psychiatry 44 25

Child psychiatry 3

Radiology 38 79 108

Roentgenology 6 S , 3

Surgery
General' -65 129 146

Neurological -- 5 6

Orthopedic , 12 29 66

Thoracic cardiovascular,
..

Urological

3

4 15

Source: American Osteopathic Association,_ personal communication, November

17, 1975, IOM Study, p. 155.
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TABLE V. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSE OFFICER TIME

Activities Total Principal
Graduate
associated

Under-

graduate
associated Independent

Total 100 100 100 100 100

Patient care total 67 64 70 73 71

Patient care with
direct supervision 29 28 32 31 34

Patient care without
direct supervision 38 36 38 42 37

Teaching with patient
care 17 18 17 14 15

Learning 10 10 -8 10 10

Teaching 2 3 2 1 2

Research 3 4 2 1 1

Administration 1- 1 1 1 1

Source: Institute of Medicine'. Study of 81 Teaching Hospitals

Definitions:

Principal 'teaching hospitals are those in which the medical school clinical
department chairmen direct the graduate training programs in the hospital.

Graduate associated teaching hospitals have at least one medical school
integrated.groduate.training program but may also have "independent"
programs.

0

Undergraduate associated teaching hospitals have independent graduate
medical' education programs but medical schools may use the hospital for
3rd and 4th year medical students.-

___Indemident_teaching hospitals have no medical school affiliation 5/

-12-
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Institutional Supaort of House Staff Salaries

There are three main, patterns of institutional payment of house staff salaries.
All the funds may be provided by the hospital, or the medical school acting
as a transfer agent for public funds, or they share the costs between them.

TABLE VI. INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF PAYMENT FOR HOUSE OFFICER SALARIES*

Institution
.Paying

Salaries**
State

Total Princ.

Local
Princ..

Private
Princ.

Local

Assoc.
Private

Grad. Ungrd.

Assoc. Assoc.
Private -Private

Independ.
Private

Total

Hospital

Medical

School

Shared

81 3

50, 5

6 ' :2

4 9

3

6

11

7

1

3

24

15

3

6

10

10

10

10

25

Source: Institute of Medicine. Study of 81 Teaching Hospitals
* For definitions,,,see Table V.

**At one site, the medical schocl and its associated hospitals have estab-
lished a nonprofit corporation to select 'and pay the house officers in the
corporation's approved training programs. 'The hospitals reimburse the
corporation for their respective share of the house staff salaries, and
the medical-school shares the administrative costs equally with thd
hospitals.

-13-
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Table VI shows the patterns of payment for the house staff salaries at the 81
non-federal hospitals sampled in the Institute of Medicine's study_on Medi-
care and Medicaid Reimbursement Programs within the same hospital may have
'different sources of funds for house officers salaries (stipends* )

At 50 of the 81 non-federal hospitals, the full costs of house staff salaries
are paid from hospital operating funds derived mainly from hospital charges
to patients. Grants, gifts, endowment income, and income from the auxiliary
enterprises of the individual hospitals comprise less than 15 percent of
total funds. At the Six hospitals which indicate the medical school as the
payor of house staff salaries, the funds were obtained from state appropria-
tions. .State money is usually appropriated to medical schools to be used. t
the discretion of the school for support of its medical programs. However,

the school often accepts responsibility for provision of care to the state
indigent population as a condition for receiving the appropriations. Mnce,
at four of the six state hospitals where costs are shared by the hospital
and medical school, the medical schools use state money :'or their. portun.
At-the other hospitals in thiS group, several sources incTuding,local
government funds, grants, and practice plan money are used to make up the

medical school share of salaries. However, at 2C 0,- the 25 hospitals where
costs are shared, the hospital pays. 75 percent or morel'of the sa-laries.

The Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of.111:74;:iP.L. 92-157) first

-provided grants to schools of medicine, osteopathy, oirpentistry to assist

in meeting the educational costs of the first threeyears of graduate
training programs in primary care or any shortage area of physicians or

dentists. This act also provided grants in the amount of $3000 per trainee
to any public or voluntary hospital to develop approved training programs

family medicine. There were special project grants for curriculum im-
provement with emphasis on family medicine, interdisciplinary training and
enrollment of students likely to practice in shortage areas, including

'nority students.

Table VII shows-responses from training program directors about source of

funds for house staff salariec. 'n their particular programs. It is clear

that the principal hospital inning programs have access to more fund

.,urces than those not so Cesely associated with medical schools. HoweVer,

more than half of all programsrely solely on hospital operating funds; the

second major source of support is state and local government appropriations.
Most of the 88 programs indicating the medical school department as their
source of funding use state approprizItion money to pay house officer salaries.

Medical service plan funds are used to support individual house officers in

a few of these programs. 7/

*These are actual_ salaries but because of the educational component they

are frequently referred to as Stipends-.
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-Included in the group who received support from multiple sources is a program
. for which the university hospital pays the salaries of all first, second, and

. third year residents from, hospital operating funds, and the school pays
fourth year residents from several sources including state appropriations
and training grants.

Unfortunately there is a limited amount of hard data that give comparable in-
formation on the current financingcof graduate medical education. A descrip-
tion of the studies providing the principal sources for the data cited or
extrapolated inthis paper are found in Appendix II. In the following text,
therefore, we will attempt to define from these limited data the sources of
_.support for graduate medical education and dollar estimates on the extent of
that support.

There are three sources of support for graduate-medical education: direct
support, of residency programs in federally financed hospitals; direct
support by local and state governments of their patient care institutions;
and indirect support through wieni revenues from third party payors -
private, state, and federal. This section' attempts to look at all three.
The impact of the first two will, in all probability, remain stable. The

implicatiOns of the indirect reimbursement through patient revenues and
whether this is an appropriate placement of an eddcational process within
the delivery of medical services is a major'

This-section, therefore, looks at the current status bil-fhd-fina-ncing of
graduate medical education from the direct (federa0, state, and local govern-
ments) and indirect payments (third-party: private, federal, state and local)
perspectives. .

-15-
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TABL4 VbI. NUMBER OF PROGRAMS BY SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR HOUSE OFFICER SUPPORT

Source of
Funds

Local

State Local Private Assoc.

Total Princ. Princ. Princ. Private

Total programs 407 122 27 78 44

Hospital 245 26 19 41 40

Operating fund 215 18a/ 17 36 34

Grajits and ,-

operating funds 30 8 2 5 6

,
4--

Medical School 99 55 7 17 4

Department a/ 88 55 6 17 -ir

Grants 10 5 -

Department and
.. grants 1 1

Multiple sources b/ 63 41 1 20

Grad.

Assoc.
Private

Ungrd.

Assoc. I

Private P

56 ' 44

39 44

34 42

5 2

16

11 t
5

Source: Institute of Medicine. Study of 81 Teaching Hospitals.

a/ These are mainly state and local government funds. A few programs at the
private schools use practice plan money to support °tie or two fellows in

the programs.

b/ Combination of hospital and medical school funds plus grants or contracts
with other hospitals or agencies.

F4 definitions, see Table V.

-15-
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B. Federal Support for Graduate Medical Education (excluding third
party payments through matching funds* and Medicare subsidy which
are included under D. below)

Previous data regarding the total number of house staff (interns and re-
sidents) who receive direct federal support shows that try represent only
15% of the national supply of physician manpower in training. This is based
on the estimates that there are approximately 48,000 physicians in training'
in the private sector as opposed to some 7,000 physicians in training in the
public sector including the Veterans Administration, the Department of Defense
and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

This support is derived principally from the Veterans Aamiriistration and the
Department of Defense. The dollar outlays from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare are concentrated on undergraduate medical education
through the Bureau of Health Manpower (BHM) in the Health Resources Admin-
istration (HRA) of the Public Health Service. BHM hai accounted for.approxi-
mately 80%.of DHEW's outlays for physicians' training annually since 1972
and almost entirely for the escalation in these outlays for DHEW between
1969 and 1974. (Appendix Table I) The Bureau's funds have been divided
among_the_va.rious ,ypes-of training assistance in the pAt. About 80 per-
cent of the total outlays have gone for institutional support, split fairly
evenly betweu formula /_capitation grants and other types of institutional
grants. Most of the remaining money has provided student assistance in'the
forms of loans, scholarships, and traineeships. Its impact on graduate
medical education has more to do with .choice of the type of residency
selected by the student under conditions specified in various scholarship
and loan programs rather than financing. (Appendix Tables II and III)

+7.

There has been support_of-family Medicine programs since 1971 which re-
presents a small portion of the budget of the Bureau of Health'Manpower but
does indicate a thrust toward such programs in medical schools and teaching
hospitals. Since this dollar value is so low in terms of the total budget
for the Bureau of Health Manpower, it will not be considered further in
examining the policy issues surrounding graduate medical education, parti-
cularly in terms of direct federal support. The following table shows
the growth'of Family Medicine programs, the total number of residents and
the dollars expended. These figures must be viewed in terms of total,
expenditures for the development of such programs, including curriculum
development, additional faculty, etc. and not in the mathematical exercise
of total expenditures versus number of residents --

* Title V Maternal and Child Health for which no estimates can be made in
this report. However, the patient revenues shown in Table XVI, page 35,
from Medicaid represent a 50-50 reimbursement between'states and the!'
Federal government for services.

-17-
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BHM SUPPORT OF FAMILY MEDICINE PROGRAMS

Number Program

FY 72

(

FY.73 FY 74 FY 75

.

Receiving Support. .52 82 137 150

.t.

Total Residents' 550' ! 1200 2000 7 '2533

Dollars 5.0, 13.8 14.5 15.0

An additional policy issue has.aris:1en regarding the ambiguity of the educa-

tional process as supported by these programs and the possible double federal'
reimbursement under Medicare for patient care services provided.ty these
physicians in training with an indication that these must be delineated for
reimbursement purposes. :That cdntroversy is clearly beyond the scope of

this paper but gives, additional credence to the issues-of versus

patient, services and who should.pay...

In an attempt to define federal' outlays and excluding the BHM contribution

, which focuses primarily on undergraduate medical -education*, Table VIII
shows outlays for physictans' training through direct federal support from

DHEW. It has been comparatively low and copsistant.,

Following are some summaries of the Public Health Service support of gradu-

ate medical educatioh:

--.\

FY 76

116

2088

15.0

v

* ThisAisregards the $15M for Family, Medicine-since as Appendix Table I
shows, this isout of a total budget of $189M.

-187,
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Federal Outlayt.for, Physicians Training, by Agency

(excluding HEW/HRA/BHM)
Fikal Years 1969-74
in thousands of dollars

1969
.

, +a

Total . 123,386
,.

DHEW Total 43,0937,

Public'Health Service

HSA: Health Services 3,207

Indian Health. Services 686

ADAMHA 30,743

.SRS 1,696
t

Other HEW* 3,761

Ap laccliian Regional Com. 3

,.?

\
Department of Defense 32,187'

eterans Administration - 48,103

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

132,721 144,355 156,193 163,029 217,207
8

49,171 45,691 56,365 44,222 48,492

4,895 3,282 4,062 5,512 8,018

860 893 642 615 665

34,936_ 32,291 42,294 27,219 28,429

4,500 4,300 3,381 3,804 3,040

3,980 4;925 5,986 7,072 8,340

.;

298 98 527 442 224

1

24,120 32,121 22;088 '27,664 67;303

V 59,132 66,445 77,213 90,701 101,188

v."

*Includes Howard University and St. Elizabeth Hospitals ,

Abbr: HSA-Health Services Administration; ADAMHA-Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration

SRS-Social and Rehabilitation Service

Source: Federal Health Spending 1969-74
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The Health Services Administration (HSA) of the Public Health Service (PHS)
encompasses the provision of health services as mandated in the PHS Act.
These include, but are not limited to, the Indian Health Service Hospitals
and clinics, PHS Hospitals and Clinics (Division of Hospitals and Clinic),
Federal Prison Medial Facilities, and U.S. Coast Guard Facilities. The _

Public Health Service accepts residents through the PHS Commission Corps
after the completion of one year of graduate medical education. Ih addition

the PHS accepts residents classified under the General Schedule by the Civil
Service Commission.

The increase in HSA outlay5 in Table VIII is a partial reflection of outlays
for the National Health Service Corps'scholarship program in undergraduate
medical education. The National Health Service Corps (NHSC) was established
under provisions of Public Law 91-623 December 31, 1970i The legislation
authorized establishment within the U.S. Public Health Service of an admin-
istrative unit to improve the delivery of services to underserved communities'
and areas. The NHSC scholarship program established through P.L. 92-585 on
October 25, 1972 was designed to obtain trained physicians and other health
professionals for the NHSC. To be eligible the individual had to be enrolled
or accepted for enrollment as a full time student in a program leading to a
degree in medicine or other health related specialty. The applicants for

scholarships have exceeded the number available. In 1974-75, 1480 scholar-
ships were awarded averaging about $10,000 a year in tuition, fees and
living expenses. Preference for scholarships was given to students on a
basis of,interest in primary care training, academic performance, and near-
ness to completion of academic training. Participants are obligated for a

year of service in underserved areas for each year of support. Though there

is no direct support for residencies, deferrals on "pay back" can be secured
to complete residency training in family, internal or pediatric medicine.
The impact of this endeavor is toward specialty choice and distribution for
primary care providers in underserved areas. This is once more a small

federal program which has gained added emphasis from the new manpowe legis-

lation. It is a very expensive program which has taken into account many of
the options outlined in this paper.

Within the Health Services Administration also falls the Maternal and Child
Health programs (Title V). Approximately $1 million each year of the Health
Services outlays (HSA) has been spent by Maternal and Child Health program
on grants to university-affiliated mental retardation centers. These funds

support advanced training for physicians, with the ultimate aims of pro-
viding staff for the centers and increasing the numbers of physicians who
specialize in the care of the multiplely handicapped child.

Within, DHEW, Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration has the
greatest outlay for medical education in DHEW, excluding HRA/BHM, $28 million
(Table VIII). Figures showing the distribution of the funds between GME
categories and institutional support for the training of undergraduate
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medical students are unavailable. Insofar as GME i$ concerned, however, it
would appearthat that portion of the outlay represents the support of
residencies in, psychiatry that follow completion of basic residency training.
They can therefore be classed with clinical fellows that the National Insti-
tutes of Health support for subspecialty residericies. (Discussed subse-
quently). The numbers of individuals are not great but the training is long
'and costly.

The Social and Rehabilitation Service supports residency training for physi-
cians in physical medicine and rehabilitation, and summer fellowships for
mediCal students in the same specialties. In 1973, 675 students received
some support. The level of support overall declined from a high of $4.7
'million in 1969 to a low of $3 million in 1974 (Table VIII).

The full impact of the decision by Congress in 1973 to discontinue support
of training for NIH clinical fellows and training in public health and
health services research.fpr phystciahs and other health personnel is
emerging in 1976-77 as the last of these programs are phased out.. Table
IX shows the support for clinical fellows for the,year 1975-76. Even with
substantial direct support from federal sources, 44% of the dollar support
for clinical fellows come; indirectly from patient revenues, reflecting the
general subsidy of GME.

TABLE IX

Distribution of Funding to Support Clinical Fellows
1975-76

Percentage of
Sources of Funding Dollar Support

Patient Revenue 44
NIH 23
VP and Other Federal 14
Private Foundation 10
State and.Local Government 6

Medical School 1

Miscellaneous 2

Total 100

Source: COTH, Association of American Medical Colleges
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Thus, we see that, even excluding the outlays by HRA/BHM, the direct dollar

outlays by the remainder of DHEW for the training of physicians consist of a

combined support for graduate and undergraduate medical education. Support

to institutions and hospitals contributes to both particularly with the

extent of affiliation of teaching hospitals with medical schools. Extrapo-

lations or generalizations of the data presented must be considered estimate

in lieu of unavailability of more precise information. It is obvious, how-'

ever, from the total.figures shown for DHEW in Table VIII, $48.5 million in

1974, that the majority of the federal non-military related health care

dollars spent for GME is indirect support through third party payment
(matching funds with states) and tax subsidy of Medicare.

ti

Most analyses of medical manpower exclude the Veterans Administration and the

Department of Defense because of their atfined populations. They are in-

cluded here because of that usual exclusion Though the numberS may be small,

they represent a significant dollar outlay in caring for the populations they

serve.

In 1974-75 the VA participated in 988 residency programs for physicians. Of

these, 856 were components of residencies approved in the name of a group of

hospitals including, among others, university or medical center hospitals and

VA hospitals. The remaining 132 were programs for non-VA hospitals providing

.varying periods of training. 8/

Table X shows the authorizations for intern and resident positions with dollar

amounts for 197075-for, non - career house staff. The increase in resident

positions is reflected in the increased dollar outlay for the VA for physicians

in training in Table VIII (page 19). The VA dual system may also account for

the discrepancy between number of residencies authoriz i shown in -able X

for 1973 (4814) and those shown in Table XII for 1973 (110 offered, 1022

filled)._ It also points to the artifact of reporting authorized positions

without also reporting the number filled and by whom as shown ip Table XII. .

This problem has relevance particularly to Foreign Medical Graduates. Of

all federal teaching hospitals, the VA is the most dependen,t on FMGs in

residency positions (Table XI).

The Veterans Administration established a career residency program in 1953

for recruitment,and retention of physicians. Participants in the program in-

curred an obligation to remain in VA service for a period of time ranging

from 12 to 24 months after completion of training. The obligation could

be cancelled by repaying 90% of the difference between earnings received as

a participant and the maximum that would have been received as a non-parti-

cipant. Yhe program was discontinued in February 1973 as neither cost

beneficial nor an effective method of recruitment.

Now residents are "non-career," that is residents of hospitals of affiliated

medical schools who spend 6 months or more at a VA hospital, The "shared

residency" provision described in the current manpower legislation (P.L. 94-

484, Appendix II) for part-time positions is similar to the non-career
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-program of the VA in that two or morc individuals may "share" the same
residency poSition offered by the hospital during, any one reporting year.
This confounds the difficulties of securing accurate inforbation regarding
physkians in training and shows the need for a uniform reporting system
reflecting positions offered and percentage filled by percentage of time
of residents. .

TABLE X

NON CAREER MEDICAL HOUSE STAFF
Department of Medicine and Surgery, Veterans Administration

(Dollars in Thousands)

INTERNS RESIDENTS TOTALS
Positions . Positions
Authorized Amount Authorize°, Amount

Positions.

Authorized Amount

FY 1970 451 $ 3,226 3,778 $35,900 4,229 $39,126

FY 1971 445 $ 4,154 3,878 $43,092 4,323 $47,246

FY 1972 542 $ 5,281 4,168 $49,141 4,710 $54,422

.AI,. FY 1973 641 $ 6,460 4,814 $57,756 5,455 $64,216
Yt;s4
41. FY 1974 694 $ 7,724 5,077 $68,519 5,771 $76,243'

FY '1975 805 $10,305 5,714 $79,069 6,519 $89,374

Source: Adminisaative OperatiLis Staff, VA. 1976.

In dollar outlays Table X shows the amount authorized for non-career house
staff only while Table VIII (page 1) reflects total outlays for all physicians
in training including "shared residencies" and career physicians. These two
tables also exemplify in only one agency the difficulties in specifying GME
costs given different years (Table VII-1974 and Table X-1976) and different
bases for reporting.

All of the services in the Department of Defense (DOD) have programs which are
directed toward acquiring physicians and dentists through education related
programs. Individuals are commissioned in the services while still students
or, in the case of officers already on active duty, undergo training while on,
active ,duty. As stated previously, these programs are ordinarily excluded in.
analyses of GME but they do have implications for'the private sector in
modeling service provisions. In addition, they serve a significant sample of
the population, the young and middle-aged, in a "pre-paid" system'from which
much could be learned regarding costs of education versus costs of services.
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They are also an additional resource to the private sector after completing

their military obligations. Since little is known of this outside the Armed

Forces, a brief description follows on the Army's recruitment format as an

example of the,Armed Forces in general. r

Among the programs is the early commission program of the Army. Under the

provisions of this program, students are eligible to affiliate themselves

before graduation with the Army. Selected participants are appointed

officers (2nd lieutenant) in the Army Reserves. Once professional edu-

cation or residency training is complete, individuals are obligated to

.
serve 2 years active duty. A similar program is'the Army residency delay

option available to medical school graduates. By electing to participate,

students are permitted to delay active duty until residency training is

accomplished. A minimum active duty obligation of 2 years is incurred by

__participants in the program.

To,qualify for Army sponsorship. of a residency program, applicants must be

graduated from an approved medical school. While receiving specialty train-

ing, physicians will receive privileges and benefits of their active duty

rank. Most residencies are conducted in Army hospitals. Residents must

agree to serve 2 years of active duty for completion of residency training.

Similar obligation's are applicable for participants of the first year;gradu-

ate medical education program. However, the training period for students

in this program is only 1 year. During this time individuals also serve .

on active duty as commissioned officers. 9/

Table XI-.indicates that there were 502 internships and 2968 residency

positions filled in FY 74 in federal programs and Table VIII (page 19)

shows a dollar outlay of $67.3 million for these physicians in training.

Table XII shows the comparative salaries of residents in the uniformed

services, the PHS Civil Service, and the private sector.

In summary, direct Federal support for graduate medical education has an

impact beyond the recruitment and training of physicians- into the Armed

Forces and the Public Health Service. Once these physicians have'served

their obligations to the uniformed services they are potentially providers

of medical care in the private sector. The non - career residency program

of the Veterans Administration allows physicians to opt for careers either

in or out of federal service. The VA residency program comprises over half

of direct federal support for residency positions. However, the total

number of residents including the Armed Forces, the Public Health Service

(DHEW) and the Veterans Administration, receiving direct support for gradu-

ate medical education is small compared with the number of residents in the

private sector: The impact of federal support for GME is principally in

the form of indirect third party contributions through Medicare and the

.federaj portTa of Medicaid to patient revenues (disc6ssed in D. below).
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Section C focuses on direct support of graduate medical education by state
and local governments-liar as approximations could be made from the data

-Available.
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Control

federal
U.S. Air Force
U.S., Army

U.S. Navy
U.S. Public Health Service
Veterans Administration
Other Federal

Total Interns

Federal

U.S. Air Force 5 31 373 311 62 _ 83

U.S. Army 12 94 884 797 87 90

U.S. Navy 12 71 735 645 90 88,

U.S. Public Health Service 9 24 167 125 42 75

Veterans Administration 100 124 1,100 1,022 78 93
Other Federal ....5 14 98 08 30 69

Total Residents 143 385 3,357 2,968 389 88

TABLE XI: HOUSE STAFF IN FEDERAL FACILITIES BY TYPE OF HOSPITAL CONTROL

Total

Positions Positions Positions
No. of Offered Filled Vacant Per-

No. of Approved Sept. 1, Sept. 1, Sept. 1, centage

SPitals Pro ram 1973 1973 1973 Filled
umber 0 n erns s

11r,

3 7 42 42 - 100
7 41 182 177 5 97
5 54 135 121 14 90
4 14 86 65 ' 21 76
40 9 83 79 4 95
2 14 30 18 12 60

61 139 558 502 56 90

Number sf Residencies

Grand TotaI l 524 3,915 2.470 445 T78

Sour* Directory of Approved Residencies, AMA, 1975-76. Excerpikd from Appendix Tables 111 and V.

I

6'.

Grads.,

US

Canada
Sept. 1,
1973

.

Foreign Percentage
Graduates For. Grads.
Sept. 1, in Filled
1973 Positions

Total

Residency
Positions
Offered
19751975

. 0 sterns on u

42

177 -

-
-

4

86

199 2 2 62

50 15 23 51

53 26 33
13 5 28 12

454 48 10 215

No. of Residents on Duty

310 1 - 415

776 21 3 1,131

640 5 1 880
114 11 9 207

425 597 58 1.328
50 18 26 130

2.315 653 22 4.091

2,769 701 4.306

V k,
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TABLE XII

Medical Residents' Incomes - 1976

Current MonetarvIncome Only (Retirement Excluded)

$21 thousand

_PHS - Commissioned Corps $21 thousand

-VA - Matches rates of local hospital that is the primary affiliation
hospital of the teaching institution -

. average $14 thousand

PHS - Own Service - Matches local prevailing rates'

average $13 thousand

Private Sector average $13 thousand,

_Source: VA and,PHS-Civil Service, agency, data. DOD and PHSCommissioned

, Corps, computed from pay and allowance tables.

to

Private Sector-Data from Council of Teaching Hospitals, AAMC.

For physiOans in training, VA ana the General Schedule for
Civil Service match local rates. The DOD and Public Health
Service Commissioned Corps treat residents as regular officers.
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C. State and Local Support of Graduate Medical Education

If data on Federal,. direct support specifically for GME are difficult to

break out, state and local data are even murkier. In the annual survey

of its 400 constituent teaching hospitals (both public and private) the

Council of Teaching Hospitals (COTH) of the Association of American

Medical Colleges 10/ it was reported overall only 5% of dollar support for

house staff came from state and local government (Table XV page 33). How;

ever, if,sources of revenue in the 1974 sample of hospitals in the Insti-

tute of Medicine Study 11/ are examined, 26-30% of revenu: tor state and

local hospitals (public only) comes from government.soorces (Table XVI

page 35). While revenue percentages cannot be equated with house staff

support percentages, i.t Rn be inferred from these data that substantially

more is contributed to fidancing graduate medical education by state-and

local tax funds than is reflected in aggregate data that include both

public and p^ivate hospitals.

When the COTH data are broken down by public versus private teaching
hospitals, it corresponds to the IOM data. State and local funds were'

cited by 9 of the 58 state and municipal hospitals as the source of ,over
91% of support for interns and residents (Appendix Table VI). The impli-

cations of this for geographical distribution are related tolFederal
suppo;'t of state and local university affiliated teaching hospitals and
medical schools. A-Research supported by. the National Center for Health .

Services Research suggest that location of graduate training is an
important determinant of practice location, particularly when combined
with medical school training and prior residence. However, the retention

rate of physicians varies significantly by state. 12/

Table XIII shows the number of intern and resident positions in state and

local affiliated teaching hospitals. The most arresting figures are those'

concerning Foreign Medical Graduates who fill 28% of the resident positions

in state and county hospitals and 62% in city hospitals.

Ire, I.
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TABLE XIII

f'2oNumber of House Staff,8y Type of Governmental Non - Fedora sp1tal Control

Control

No. of
s ita

No. of
Approved
Pro rams

:.:al Total

Positions Positions 'Positions
Offered Filled .Vacant
Sept I, Sept. 1, Sept. 1,
1973 1973 1973

Per-

centage
Filled

Grads.,
US

Canada
Sept.1,
1973

Foreign Percentage Toted

Graduates For. Grads., Posttions

Sept. 1, in filled Offered
1973 Pofititls 1975-1976

.-of Internships No. of Intern's on Outy

Governmental Non-Federal,
State 49 147 960 877 83 *91 831 46 5 249

County 33 112 889 847 42 95 705 142 - 17 .258

city 32 84 . 597 -- 550 47 92 269 281 51 87

City-Council 11 28 ,180 167 13 93 153 14 8 43
Hospital District 10 39 170 14- 21 88 124 25 17 55 .

Total Interns 135135 410 2,796 2,590 206 93 2,082 508 20

No. of Residencies No. of Residents on Duty

Governmental Non-Federal '
State 212 475' 5,188 4,516 87 3;270 1,246 28 5,990

County 71 214 2,462 2,23Q 223, 91 1,612 627 28 3,318
City. 45 107 1,266 1,170 96 92 450 720 62 '1,533

City 20 70 401 351 50 88 297 54 15 558
HOspital District 12 A 22 ei 3Z1 272 49 85 230 42 15 402

Total Residents 360 888 9,638 8,548 1,090 . 89 5,859 2,689 31 11,801

Grand Total 495 1,293 12,434 11,138 1,296 7,941 3,197 12,493

Source: Directory of Approved Residencies, AMA, 1975-76. Excerpted from Appendix Tables IV and V.
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In SummAr , it is not possible to segregate state and local government dollar
outlays for -GME from undergraduate medical education. Using the civilian,
average salary, $13,000 shown in Table XII, it can be very roughly estimated
that fbr'the 12,493 positions offered in 1975-76 with 90% usually filled,
with approximately 30% of support coming from State and local appropriations .,

.(Table xyi, page 35), we,can Lime to a very gross outlay by state and local
governments .for direct support of GME of $41.8, M.
.

It must be emphasized that this is an approximation of direct state and

local supportjor residency programs and does not reflect the indirect con-
tributions from patient revenues, e.g. Medicaid, in which state governments,'
share these costs with federal support. An attempt to bring together these

of support for GME baSed on third party payments (patient revenues)
_to teaching hospitals is presented in Section D.
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D. Patient Revenue as Reimbursement for Graduate Medical Education
0

As noted previously, the preponderance of internships and residency positions

are in the non-governmental-teaching hospitals. The incumbents in these

positions are usually referred to as "house officers." Table XIV shows the

. distribution of these positions. "Combined hospitals" designate hospitals /
in which resident), programs are supported by combinations of several
hospitals under different types of control. "Non-Profit Corporation"

designates voluntary community hospitals. "Proprietary" are for,:-p

.hospitals.

1.
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TABLE XIV

Number of House Staff, By Type O'f Non-Governmental Hospital Control'''.

$

Control

No. of
Hospitals

No. of
Approved
Programs

Total Total

Positions Positions Positions

Offered Filled vacant
Sept.1, Sept. 1, Sept. 1,
1973 1973 1973

US Foreign Percentage

Per- /Canada Graduates For. Grads.

tentage Sept. 1, Sept. 1, in Filled

Filled 1973 1973 Positions

Total

Positions
Offered

1975-76

Combined Hospitals
Total

90 251

75f

No. of Internships No. of Interns on
306

IOW
2,141

2141
2,047 94

271T TT
96 1,770
96 1 770

. 277 1

777 14

Non-Government Non-Profit,
Chgrch Related
Non-ProfitCorporation
Totals

119

334

7f5Y

376

1,026
1,637

blg

1,356 281

4,516 492

3D-72- 773

83 727-

90 2,573
88 3,300

629 46

1,943 43
2,572 44

427
893

173251,402

Proprietary
Individual
Partnership
Corporation
Total

Total Interns

2

7
5v

2

7
1,655

25

2.5

20 5 80

80

20 100

7-6

3,911 7739 872 93 " 36 1,626

Combined Hospital
Totals

188
Taa

1,250
T,"2.50.

20,275
No. of Retidenoies

94 15,131

No. of Residents on Out
24.004----19,102 12_1

TD71be 1,173

3,971 2

20,275 94 15,131 3,971 21 24,004

Non-Governmental Non-Profit
Church Related
Von-Profit Corporation
Totals

197
672
NT

474

1,861

3,836
16,516

3,217 619

14,983 1 533

84 1,654
91 8,968
89 lb 62i

1,563 49

6,015 40

7 578 42

4,983

e-20

429

2 Trz2 335 20 352 18 201T tisr
roprietary

Individual
Partnership
Corporation

Totals
Total Residenti
Grand Total Interns

1

3

13

TT
1,07

1

8

3,594.

4

62

'65

40,01

1 3

50 12

sr T5
3 31-5

25 1

81 33

77

92 25,787
41 __,Valgr,

17 34

-T7 33

11,655 31

,16;435 32

4
45

471

49,469

1.519 5,249 n,534 4r7m- 4,212 51,091

Source:
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It is difficult to distribute a house officer's time between patient care and

learning and teaching experiences. The Institute of Medicine in its stud) on

the Costs of Education in the Health Professions (National Academy of Sciences,

1974).developed a methodology for analyzing. house officer activities. Time'

logs were sent to 3400 house officers at teachiA hospitals affiliated with

*41ine.medical schools. These house officers were requested to record all of

their activities and roles on a 24-hour basis for a seven-day week. 13/

They obtained a 40% response rate but from the 1400 respondents were able

to approximate how those house officers distributed their time.

This'level of detail could not be achieved in the subsequent Institute of

Medicine study, Medicare-Medicaid Reimbursement Policies (National Academcy

of Sdences,,1976) because of its different f6cus but such a method is re-

commended to provide more definitive information on the proper distribution

of the costs of graduate medical education. The data that were collected

from the sample of 81 teaching hospitals shows that 67% of the house officer's

time was spent in patient care activities. (Table V, page 12 ). From an-

other data source, Table XV shows 87% of the house officer's salary comes
t.

from patient revenues. This 20Z. discrepancy has implications for the edu-

cation versus service issue in graduate medical education.

In the few instances where medical schools pay rouse staff salaries, these

funds are usually obtained from state appropriations and the school has accepted

responsibility for provision of care to the state indigent population as a

condition of receiving the appropriation. Even when the hospital and the

medical school share the salaries, the hospital rays 75% or more of the

salaries. 14/

TABLE XV

Distribution of Funding to Support House Staff,

Excluding Veterans Administration, COTH Hospitals, 1975-76

Source of Funding

Percentage of
Dollar Support

Patient Revenue 87%

Federal 2

State & Local Government 5

Medical School 2

* Private Foundation 1

Other Hospital 2

Miscellaneous 1

Total 100%

Source: COTH, Association of American Medical Colleges, 1976. p. 24
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Even thoughpal67A revenues constitute the major source of reimbursement
for graduate medical education, no data are available on,either the total'
dollars or the various sources of dollars expended for GME. This applies
to all third party payors: private (e.g. Blue Cross), federal and state.
We have, therefore, worked with available data to arrive at an approxi-
mation of total. expenditures for salarieS or stipends only.

If we take the average annual salary of'private house staff in 1976,
$13,000 (Table XII}; the number of positions for interns and residents
offered in 1975-76 in non-governmental institutions, 51,091 and 90%
usually filled (Table XIV); the percentage of support from patient revenues,
87% (Table XV); and the average percentages by sources of patient care
revenue in the ION sample hospitals shown in Table XVI: Medicare 21%,
Medicaid 17;'. and Other Payors 42., we have the following gross estimates
for the contributions to residents' salariescLrom third party payors in
1976:

Medicare $136.5M

Medicaid 110.5M,

Other Payors 273.1M

Total $520.1M

This estimate does not include the indirect costs associated with a teaching
program such as:

- decreased productivity of teaching physicians in length of time
spent on "rounds," ie. seeing patients in hospital accompanied by
physicians in training (residents)

increased costs associated with the volume and nature of ancillary
services requested by residents

- costs associated with potential longer lengths of stay of patients
cared for by residents due to additional tests, etc.

- costs of subsidized housing, meals, uniforms, health services
(usually including families) and additional fringe benefits
including professional liability insurance.

Some of these costs are reflected in daily hospital rates Patient care,
however. Appendix Table V shows the distribution of these additional costs.
There are trade-offs for the teaching hospital and the teaching physician
in these additional costs vis vis the advantages perceived and these
are discussed in Section III.

-34-
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'TABLE XVI

Sources of Revenue in Sample Hospitals; FY 1974**

Source of
Revenue State

Principal %
Local Private

Graduate
Associated %

Local Private

Undergraduate
' Associated %

Private
Independent
Private

Total Revenues 100 100 100.7 100.3 100 100 100.3

Patient Care 65 74 88.7 63.2 '88.0 86.9 90.3

Medicare 14 16 zo./ 14.9 29.4 25.!, 24.8

Medicaid 14 23 1'.1 23.7 8.4 14,6 17.7

lther Payors 37 35 53.9 24.6 50.2 46.7 47.8

State or Local Govern-
ment appropriations , 30 26. 0 30 1 1 a/

al
1

Medical School Transfer

Gifts, Investments, and
Endowments

a/

1

0

b/

1.2

4.4

a/

1

a/

7

a/

5

0

3

'Other b/ 4 b/ 6.4 6 4 7 7

Source: Institute of Medicine field data.

Note: Figures are based on patient care charges before adjustments for such items as bad debts and

discounts to staff. The majority of hospitals did not allocate adjustments among payors. Ex-

cluded are VA hospitals which are funded wholly by the federal government and children's hospitals
which receive Medicare reimbursement for renal dialysis unit costs only. Totals may not aid to

100 percent due to rounding.**

4

Less than 0.5 percent.
Includes revenues from research grants, government contracts, and auxiliary enterprises.

See Table V for definitions.
As co-rrected-by Ms. KatneFine White, IOM to show how figures were rounded.
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An additional point on sources of patient revenue concerns Medicare and the,
extent of federal tax subsidy. It is not generally recognized that while
the fina,ncing of Part A (hospitalization) of Medicare conies from the Social

Security Trust Fund for payroll taxes, the Part B Trust Fund is financed
more by general revenues (16.9N) than by premium payments (9.9%). There-
fore, it is a euphemism to consider Medicare in the aggregate as an insur-
ance program.

Table XVII gives the distribution and dollars for sources .a. -funds for
Medicare in FY 1975.

TABLE XVII

Sources of Funds for Medicare, Distribution, and Estimated
Expenditures, FY 1975*

Source of Funds Receipts Percent Estimated Expenditures Amount($000)

Total Medicare 100.0 14,781.4

Payroll Tax (A only) 67.6 9,992.2

Premium payments: (B only)

Enrollees 9.9 1,463.3
Medicaid 1.3 192.2

General revenues-mostly B 16.9 2,498.1

Interest (both) 4.3 635.6

* Based on the assumption that the distribution of receipts can be equated
with the estimated expenditures.

Source: Social Security Bulletin, February 1976, p. 6 and 8.

If, therefore, consideration for subsidization of GME should be couched in
terms of revenues for patient care vis a vis some national health insurance
plan for primary care, Table XVII demonstrates how far policy makers must
go in their considerations.
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In summary, this section on patient revenues has brought together some rough
approximations of the dollar amounts from third party payors (federal, sta e,
"local, private) in support of graduate medical education. It has not pre fited

the total dollar,txpenditures for physicians in training. Such definiti
tiawait fu ure research (Section V) insofar as accompanying costs are con rued.

The expenditure for reimbursement to residents for their services'does re-
present a major source of concern both in the escalation of costs to the
to Ching hospital and the differentiation between educational costs and
service reimbursement.



a

6

E. Out-of-Pocket Dollzrs for Graduate Medical Education

The contributions of family and spouse to the.sup ort of an individuarib

GME can only be inferred from_similar contributions undergraduate medical-

education (Appendix Table II) since no other data are vailable. The impact

of previously incurred loans and obligations in undergraduate medical edu-

cation does have significance in terms of the provisions of the loans or .

scholarship many instances. Appendix Table III outlines the provisions

of federal. oans and scholarships contained in the new heal9 manpower

legislation (P.L. 94-484) and its possible aftermath.

"Moonlighting," working additional hours in the same or a different hospital,

is a traditional method used by residents to augment their income. At the

Second National House Staff Conference in 1972, 42% of the-respondents to a

questionnaire stated they supplemented their salaries by 'moonlighting." It

is also interesting to note that those reporting 'moonlighting" also reported

salaries above those cf other respondents. 15/

The COTH Survey in 1974 also contained questions on "moonlighting." The

following tables show the distribution among their constitutent hospitals

where "moonlighting" is possible in the in-depth 14 city analyses. These

data were ,kewed by the inclusion of Los Angeles and New York City. 16/

-38-
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TABLE XVIII

Percentage of Hospitals Where House Officers are Permitted to "Moonlight"
in Their Own Hospitals, By Ownership - 1972-73

Ownership
Moonlighting
Permitted

State' 26%
County 57
City 60
Church 65

Other, Nonprofit 42
VA 19

Average 41%

Source: COTH, Association of American Medica; Colleges, 1973.

TABI,E XIX

Percentage of Hospitals Where House Officers are Permitted To Moonlight
Outside Their Own Hospitals, By Ownership - 1972-73

Ownership Are Permitted

State 41%
County 41

City 0

Church 46
Other,

Nonprofit 19

VA 12

Average 25%

Not Permitted
As Policy And Enforced TOTAL

38% 21% V 100%
45 14 100
78 22 100
23 31 100

--)41 40 100
16 72 100

35% 40% 100%

Source: COTH, Association of American Medical Colleges, 1973.
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No studies are available on the current status on "moonlighting" in view of

the increased salary levels since 1972. It can be inferred that residents

with.the same characteristics as those who augmented their income by "moon-
lighting" in 1972 will continue to do in 1977. There is no way to estimate

-the extent of the dollars involved in these transactions nor where they ti

take plaur. The question of the characteristics of those who "moonlight"'

is related to the question of collectiv6 bargaining discussed in tHe next

section.

Summary of Section II:

This section presented, from a number of sources, the limited amount of data

on the financing of graduate medical education by various sources of support,

including a gross-comparison of the dollars involved. This grossness is

confounded by the number of sources and the different years for which data

were available. Given all of these caveats, the following is a summary of

the figures "massa ged" in this section:

. 1974 Direct Federal Support (Table VIII) $217.2M

1976 Estimate of direct 'support in State and

Local government hospitals 43.8M

1976 Estimates of indirect support through
patient revenues 520.1M

Total approximation for GME from these sources of

support $781.1M

It is obvious in looking at the aboye approximations that the principal
focus for support of graduate medical education is through indirect

support from patien/ktare services. The issue remains as to whether this

is an appropriate means for financing an educational process.

Section III will present the peripheral data which are available on
specialty choice and geographic location. As an adjunct to these data,

specifically with regard to specialty choice, and the principal outlay
for funds for GME, some trend data will be presented.
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:II. GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION SPECIALTY CHOICE, GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION,
,SALARY DIFFERENTIAL, AND FUTURE TRENDS

A. Specfalty Choice and Geographic Distribution

Table XX exhibits the nearest approximation we have for specialties in GME.
reflects a major increase in Family Practice and Internal Medicine residen-

cies. Though we have no specific data related to the dollar outlays for these
two residency programs, the trend should lead to substantial decreases in the
cost of GMF given the difference, currently, between general specialty and sub-
specialty residency programs. (Trends on the basis of current status are pre-
dicted under C.). 1/

With regard to specialty choice, there are a number of factors which influence
the residency positions offered (e.g. federal subsidy and patient care) and
the number filled (e.g. prestige, amenities, salary). These have been dis-
cussed elsewhere in this paper. There are multiple data sources for the
geographic of residencies by census region and-state from the Directory of
Residencies of the AMA, 1976. The 65,357 positions offered for 1975-76 do
not include the approximately 2500 free standing internships still available.
The percentages of residencies filled show the lowest numbers to be in the
-West-Nerth Central, East South Central and West South Central census areas,
even though these were in the 85-87% range. 2/

The CO1H Study shows the distribution of house staff salaries among 14 cities
in 1974. (Table XXII) This table reflects the additional increase in salary
(stipends) generated by advanced residency training. In all of the cities
cited, there is an increase of support be:wee years 3 and 6 with Los Angeles
having the greatest and Dallas the least. This also reflects the additional
costs associated with subspecialty training after years two or three. 3/
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TABLE XX

PERCENT CHANGE IN 'HE NUMBER OF RESIDENCY AND TOTAL TRAINING POSITIONS BETWEEN 1970 AND 1974 BY SPECIALTY

Residency positions

Specialty 1970 1974 Percent Change 1970

Total positions
1974 Percent Change

Total 23,865 37,343 +56 35,340 54;130 +53

Contact Specialties 6,037 12,065 +99 10,800 19,965 +85

`Family practice 135 1,545 +1,044 267 1,795 +572

General practice 116 203 +75 208 323 +55

Internal medicine 4,179 7,583 +81 7,725 13,559 +76,

Pediatrics 1,607 2,734 +70 2,600 4,288 +65

Medical specialties 1,141 2,039 +79 2,350 4,026 +71

Medical subspecialties 168 405 +141 990 1,801 +82

Pediatric subspeciAlties 67 124 +85 288 517 +80

Nuclear medicine 10 65 +550 20 71 +225
Other medical specialties 896 1,445 +61 lt052 1,637 +56

.A
4u

1

Surgical specialties 9,648 13,641 +41 11,598 16,611 +43

General surgery 3,932 5,503 +40 5,111 7,312 +43

Obstetrics and gynecology 1,701 2,454 +44 2,084 2,981 +43

Surgical subspecialties 4,015 5,684 +42 4,403 6,318 +43

Other specialties 7,039 9,598 +36 7,949 10,953 +38

Anesthesiology 1,033 1,521 +47 7,116 1,764 +51

Pathology" 1,555 2,005 +29 1,884 2,377 +26

Physical'med. & rehab. 159 301 +89 176 323 +84

Psychjatry 2,473 3,346 +35 2,750 3,815 +39

Radiology 1,819 2,425 +33 1,974 2,674 +38

Rotating internship 2,643 2,575 -3

Source: Institute of Medicine National Survey Questionnaire.
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Census Division
Region,

and State
FUTONLAST
New England
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New HaMpshire
Rhode Island
Vermont
Totals

NIUDLE AILANTIt
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania

Totals

-PUTT CENTRAL
East North Central
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Wisconsin
Totals

infNORTN CENTRAL
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota
Totals

No. of

Hospitals

33

8

83
4
12

2

142"

53

201

107

1-61"

74

24

72

83
27

MO

17

17

26

45
16

7

6
11T

59

TABLE XXI

Number of Residencies BY Census Region and State

No. of
Approved
Programs

Num er of Residencies Number of Residents on Duty
Total

Positions
Offered
Sept. 1,
1973

Total

Positions
Filled

Sept. .1,

1973

Positions
vacant

Sept. 1,
1973

Per-

centage
Filled

7iduates
US

Canada
Sept. 1,
1973

Foreign

Graduates
Sept. 1,
1973

Percentage
For. Grads.
in Filled

Positions

Total

Residency
Positions
Offered
1975-1976

94 1,036 996 40 96 558 438 44 1,242
12 66 54 12 82 47 7 13 93

176 2,205 2,140 65 97 1,593 547 26 2,497
15 121 112 9 93 104 8 7 169
23 227 200 27 88 100 100 50 329
14 114 111 3 97 105 6 5 128
334 1770 TX'S M' 96 31 71-,163-2,507 1,106

134 1,111 1,030 61 93 242 788 77 1,588
733 9,043 8,661 382 96 4,139 4,522 52 10,482
374 3,488 3,086 402 88 921 30 4,296

1,74i 127717 Ng 94 t72-yr 49 16,36613,642

272 3,097 2,933 164 1,527 1,406 48 3,730
50 608 496 112 82 418 78 16 709

215 2,320 2,091 229 90 1,174 917 44 2,998
302 2,748 2,464 284 90 1,447 1,017 41 3,274
81 852 730

DT71T
122
T

86

91

554

371-2U

176

175-S-4-

24

41

1 003

re-7 4'920 9,623

34 500 418 82 84 356 62 15 532
37 469 378 91 81 309 69 18 563
71 1,328 1,240 88 93 1,040 200 16 1,688

120 1,502 1,302 200 87. 912 390 30 1,810
30 338 287 51 85 257 30 10 421
4 9 6 3 67 5 1 17 13
4 27 17 10 63 14 3 18 26

IN 47T71 375 87 -75T 21 3765S3.648 2.893



. TAKE XXI (CONTINUED)

Census Division
Region,

and State

No. of
s itals

No. of
Approved
P o rams

NuSer of Residencies Number of Residents on Duty
Total

Residency
Positions
Offered
1975-197

Total Total

Positions Positions Positions
Offered Filled vacant

Sept. 1, Sept. 1, Sept. 1,

1973 1973 1973

Per-

centags
illed

Graduates
US

Canada
Sept. 1,

1973

Foreign
Graduates
Sept. 1,
973

Percentage
For. Grads.
in Filled

Positions

SOulti

South Atlantic
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Maryland
North Carolina:
South Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia
Totals

4

25

36

24

37

25

10

37

13

11

106
118

69

134

88
74

97

34

45

50

21

86

rod

1C3
1,355
1,296

783

1,436
1,022

394

1,002
279

r.-675

442442

558
248
968

2721-6

87

1,268
1,202

686

1,339
907
324

898
211

r2g7
360
481

200
834

.1.11/S-

16

87

,94

147

97

115

70

104

68

84

94

93

81

93

89

82

90

76

90________3727L----15r919-

81

86

81

86

85

83

84

49 38

964 304

913 289

542 94

852 487

817 . 90

283 41

733 165

120 91

306 54

354 127

189 11

689 145

44

24

24

15

36

10

13

18

43

23

15

26

6

17

8

'4

18
11

16

119

1.551

1.607
911

1,710

1,183
540

1,208
359

1124g

578

613
323

1 169

276
1,060

492

3 015

21

24

10

32

82

77

48
134

34

140 ,

58

1731 soulli CENTRAL
Alaba'a

Kentucky
Mississippi
Tennessee
Totals 1111j.

193

543

272

7

117
32

337

VEST SJUTH CEz41P.
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas
Totals

29
19

65

18

80
50

204

234
800
362

2 440

200
660
3042-137303861.800

WEST
Mountain
Arizona
Colorado
Nevada
New MeX10
Utah
Totals

21

20

9

12

39
63

17

32

392
771

4

185
305

357
718

181_
302

1 559

35

53

3

4

3

91

93

25
98

99
94

284
687

171

287

TrUT

73
31

1

10
15

TA*

20
4

100
6

5
8

580
93'

4
185
381

T Za 7

62,



TA81.E.XXI (CONTINUED)

e,

Census Division
Region, No. of
and State Hmpitalt

No. of

Approved
Programs

Number of Residencies

1,

1973

435

Per-

centag.e

Filled

92

Number of Residents on Duty . ,

Total
Residency
Position
Offered

1975-1975

---

6.691 .----0.*

Total

Positions
Offered
Sept. 1,

Iota'

Positions
Filled

Septt 1,
1973

4,949

Positions
Vacant
Sept.

GraduateS
US 'Foreign Percentage

Canada Graduates For. Grads.

Sept. 1, Sept. 1, In Filled

1973 1973 Positions

--- --

4,645 304 6

PACIFIC
Alaska 1

California 123 449 5,384
Hawaii 12 20 1Z0 163 7 96 129 ' 34 21 237

Oregon 9 38 375 355 20 95 324 31 9 ' 470

Washington A 17 52 68 588 40 94 549 39 7 741

Totals T61- 37557 ' ST 92 5,647 TOT 7 8,139 .

PESISSIONS
Territories &Possessions
Canal Zone 1 8 35 30 5 86 15 15 50 59

Nerto Rico 15 41 508 425 83 84 185 240 56 615

ar
Totals 543 455 -Of 84 TOW 56

Grand Totals 1 577 4 840 53 688 48 869 4 019 33 6 14 08 31 65,357

Source: Directory of Residencies, AMA, 1976

4
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TABLE XXII

COTH SURVEY OF HOUSE STAFF POLICY, 1974
PART II

ANALYSIS OF FOURTEEN CITIES
Average Stipends

1974-75

h

_CITIES 1

Year of Post-MD Training

2 3 4 5 6

ninicarFellows
1 2

New York City

S $

13,500 14,700

S

16,000

S-

16,400
$ $

17,000 17,500
S $

17,202 17,000

Los Angeles 10,800 13,656 14,784 15,936 17,052 18,216 * *

Pittsburgh 11,225 11,935 12,960 14,000 14,975 16,450 * *

Providence 11,158 111,859 12,680 13,624 14,185 15,612

Boston 11,375 ' 11,760 12,495 13,000 14,700 15,900

Chicago 11,011 11,727 12,420 13,180 13,450 14,395 12,900 13,500

Washington, D.C. 10,568 11,742 12,329 12,916 13,503 * * *

Baltimore 11,050 11,675 12,300 13,110 13,800 14,350 * *

1,

Philadelphia 10,600 11,600 12,300 12,900 13,500 14,538 12,618 *

kt

San Francisco 10,517 11,400 12,150 12,90e 13,800 15,425 * *

flovpland
...

11,000 11.500 12,000 12,'500 13,000 13.553 * *

Minneapolis 9,800 10,272 10,772 11,700 * * .. ..

Houston 9,540 10,140 10,740 11,340 11,940 12,540

Dallas 9,276 9,735 10,190 10,550 11,000' 111,200 ,10,800 . 11,400

* The number of hospitals which reported from this city we below the accepted minimum

standard for analysis and is omitted.

Stipends for second year fellows averaged less than first year fellows due to dis-

continuance of some of the higher' paying fellowships for the second year.

a
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B. Factors affecting Salary Patterns and differentials

Various medical and lay journals ave rerrIgd_house staff gains in improved
salaries, fringe benefits, woln.(ig_condi ions, patient care and training pro-

grams. Essentially_three approaches have been used to attain these gains:
(1) discussions with administrators on the need for improvements; (2) direct
contract negotiations using collective bargaining or arbitration; and (3) so
called job-actions to dramatize demands.

The 1975 survey done by COTH contained questions on collective bargaining.
Table XXIII shows that the hospitals most likely to have a house staff associa-
tion among various categories were city or county institutions. These types of

hospitals also were most, likely to have a negotiated agreement. Among house

staff many associations-were most likely also to be in thd institutions which
were unaffiliated,hospitals. Higher paying hospital';, were most likely to have

a house staff association, and to have a negotiated contract in force as well

as requests for collective bargaining recognition.2/

Appendix Table VIII lists those states now having collective bargaining underway.

The implications of collective bargaining on the direct support of graduate

medical education are just emerging. The impact of increases in salaries hnd

fringe benefits for residents; long the hospital's source of nominal-cost in-
patient care, cannot be estimated. In October 1976 the New York State Courts

overturned a decision by the National Labor Relations Board that declared resi-

dents were students and not employees. The case is now in litigation.
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Ownership

State

County,

City

Church

Other, Nonprofit

VA

Affiliation

University-Owned

Major

Limited

Unaffiliated .

Aggregate

House Staf

J
TABLE XXIII

Collective Negotiations

Existence of Functioning_House
A Written, Collectively
Negotiated Bargaining

Agreement

(Staff Association Which Has
Formally Requested

Collective Bargaining
Recognition

Not Formally
Requested Collective
Bargaining Agreement

9%

33

33

6

13%

.13

11

,

6

59%

47

56

67

11 10 50

9 4 29

12% 15% 50%

12 10 48

7 3 49

20 5 75

12% 9% 50%

N%t

Source: COTH Survey of House Staff Policy. 1975. p..59.

No

Functioning
House Staff
Association Total

19% 100%:

7 100.

0 100

21 100

29 100

58 100

23% 1002

30 10(1

41 100

0 100

29% 100%
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- That the percentage change to primary care residency positions in teaching

. hospitals mandated by P.L. 94-484 will take place.

C. Future Trends in the Costs of Graduate Medical Education

It seemS appropriate for the purposes of this paper to attempt some prediction
of the potential future direct costs of GME based on Current costs and estimated

.future supply. In arriving at these figures we have made several assumptionsf-

- That the number of medical school graduates will increase at the expected

rate

- That the current reimbursement for residents has not reached a level

approaching the maximum ability of hospitals to pay and future increases
will be based on annual inflationary trends, for this purpose 8.5%.

- That no new method of reimbursement is introduced during this period.

Data have been pulled together from various sources and "massaged" to arrive at

these estimates.

To approach the impact of P.L. 94-484 with its emphasis on primary care resi-
dencies (family medicine, general internal medicine, and general pediatrics),
which-are ordinarily three year programs, only in terms of salaries, we first
used the salaries from the 14 city survey dc,no by COIN, (Table XXII, p.46 )

and selected Baltimore as a median. Averaging the first three years' salaries,

we arrived at $11,675 while those residencies requiring up to six years, which

were judge to bf other than or:Aar:, care, averaged $12,714.

The trend data shown in Table XXII/5/ based on residents by specialty in 1970

were adjusted for informatior acquired in 1972 regarding percent of change in

specialty.choice. The trends were further adjusted to reflect the current
manpower legislation (P.L. 94-484) insofar as kinds of residents are concerned,

that is 50% in primary care positions after 1980. Given these manipulations

of the data, we have the following projections for numbers of residents and

salary costs using an 8.5% inflationary rate: .

Total Residents 1971, 1980, 1990

Specialty
1971 (Actual) 1980 (Est.) 1990 (Est.

No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct.

---Primary Care 11,570 27.5 29,272 46 44,565 50

Other 30,447 72.5 ' 34,362 54 44,565 50

Total 42,017 100.0 63,634 100 89,130 100

Source:
197l-"Supply of Health Manpower," Table 33, p. 65 (excludes 246 residents in

general practice, less than 1 percent of total).

1980 and 1990-Total estimated by using projected changes in active physicians
in respective specialties between 1970 and 1990 as shown in "Supply of Health

"Manpower" Table 40a, totals allocated to Trftary Care: and "Other" using
perdentages shown, which reflect newlyenacted residency requirements.
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. TABLE XXIV

Supply of Active Physicians (M.D.), By Specialty: Actual 1970; Projected
1980 and 1990

Specialty

No. Of Physicians(M.D.)

1970 1980 1990

Percent Distribution
1970 1980 1990

Total active physicians 311,210 430,240 571,030 100.0 100.0 100.0

General practice 1/ 56,260 47,140 36,510 18.1 11.1 6.4

Medical specialties 66,380 116,010 174,960 21.3 27.0 30.6

Dermatology 4,000 5,610 7,,620 1.3 1.3 1.3

Family practice 1,690 6,610 12,630 0.5 1.5 2.2

Internal medicine 41,870 71,650 1Q6,880 13.5 16.7 18.7

Pediatrics 2/ 18,820 32,150 .47,830 6.0 7.5 8.4

Surgical specialties 85,380 128,970 180,810 27.4 30.0 31.7

General surgery 29,760 52,450 78,890 9.6 12.2 13.8

Neurological surgery 2,580 3,440 4,500 0.8 0.8 0.8

Obstetrics and gynecology 18,880 26,110 34,590 6.1 6.1 6.1

phthalmology 9,930 12,920 16,730 3.2 3.0 2.9

Orthopedic surgery 9,620 13,350 18,030 3.1 3.1 3.2

Otolaryngology 5,410 6,800 8,520 1.7 1.6 1.5

Plastic surgery 1,600 2,860 4,360 0.5 0.7 0.8

Thoracic surgery 1,810 3,020 4,430 0.6 0.7 0.8

Urology 5,800 8,030 10,740 1.9 1.9 1.9

Other specialties 103,190 138,120 178,760 33.2 32.1 31.3

Anesthesiology 10,860 17,360 24,560 3.5 4.0 4.3

Child psychiatry 2,100 4,270 6,870 0.7 1.0 1.2

Neurology 3,070 6,500 10,580 1.0 1.5 1.9

Psychiatry 21,150 32,780 46,550 6.8 7.6 8.2

Pathology 10,280 16,770 24,000 3.3 3.9 4.2

Physical medicine 1,480 2,550 3,720 0.5 0.6 0.7

Radiology 10,520 14,-740 19,730 3.4 3.4 3.5

Therapeutic radiology 870 1,760 2,790 0.3 0.4 0.5

Miscellaneous 42,860 41,400 39,960 13.8 9.6 7.0

1/ Excludes 1,690 diplomates in faMily practice who have been shown separately.

2/ Includes pediatric allergy and pediatric cardiology.

Source: Projections developed by RAS, BHRD, HRA, (April, 1974). These pro-

jections update earlier projections for medical specialties developed

by RAS. See text of this report for explanation.

Note: Figures may not add to totals and subtotals due to independent rounding.
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Annual Salary Projections, Per Resident

Primary Care Other

1974 (average) $11,675 $12,714

1980 (estimated) 19,042 20,737

1990 (estimated) . 43,C45 45,877

--rstimates assume annual increase of 8.5 percent.

Projection of Total Number of Residents and
Total Annual Salary Costs'`

No.

1980
No.

1990
TotalSalary Total Salary

$(000) $(000)
Primary 29,272 $19,042 $567,397 44,565 $49,045 1,913,300
Other 34,362 20,737 712,648 44,565 46,877 2,084,386

Total 63,634 -- $1,270,045 89,130 -- $4,002,686

Such a prospect, four billion dollar., gives added impetus to new approaches
for the financing of graduate medical education.
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Section III has focused primarily on the issues surrounding sperjalty choice

and, to some extent, geographical distribution as they apply to the financing

and reimbursement of medical education. At this point there is no way to pre-

dict the impact of collective bargaining, in one form or another on the ability

of teaching hospitals, and the public through third party payments, to support

graduate medial education. If the status quo is maintained, and only increased

numbers and inflationary trends are considered outlays for salaries for residents

could approach four billion dollars by 1990.

Section IV discussed the objectives of teaching hospitals and individual phy-

sicians in training in the context of society's objectives in graduate medical

education and presents alternative funding options as well as current issues

which would have an impact on the future of the financing of graduate medical

education.

-52-
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IV. OBU.IC11VES, OPTIuNS, ANO ISSUES

A. Introduction

The previous sections presented, insofar as possible, data available on past

and present financing and reimbursement of graduate medical education. This

section is directed toward issues and options for the future.

In a discussion of issues and options regarding the financing of graduate

medical education, the underlying objectives of principal actors must be kept

in mind. These actors are society, teaching hospitals, and the physicians in

training. The general or societal objectives must be considered in evaluating

potential alternative financing schemes for GME. The incentives and objectives

of the teaching hospitals and the physicians in training must be considered if

the societal objectives are to be met. Medical schools are evoNing as a fourth

actor through their affiliated teaching hospitals; not only with the sharing of

many educational activities but also with undergraduate subsidies being related

to graduate programs.

After defining these objectives and some of the characteristics of teaching

hospitals and physicians in training which have a bearing' on these objectives,

' financing issues and options will be discussed:

- Who should pay for graduate medical education?

What mechanism(s) should be'used?

- What are some of the advantage' and disadvantages associated with

these alterntives?

- What are the possible effects of a national heal.th insurance system?

- !!hat impact might increased unionization have on teaching hospital'

costs in general and, more specifically, on the costs and financing

of teaching activities?

- Will a sharp reduction in the number of foreign medical school

graduates affect teaching program costs or financing?

4



B. Objectives of Graduate Medical Education

Societal Objectives

The general or societal objective of graduate medical education is, of course,
the training of qualified physicians to deliver medical care and it is taken
as a given that accredited programs achieve this goal.

From the point of view of public policy, however, there Are several additional
dimensions. One is specialty distribution. This has come to mean increased,
numbers, of physicians in primary care specialties, fewer physicians in sur-
gical specialties, and at least no increases in other specialties. Another

dimension is equity of access to physician services both geographically and
holistically in terms of personal costs to secure them. This objective
has implications for graduate medical education in the quantity of services
provided by physicians in training at teaching hospitals and the influence
that the location of residency training has on future practice location.

"A third dimension has emerged regarding cost containment. Incentives and

constraints should be cKsen so that the products of graduate medical edu-
cation meet needs at least cost. The objective now is to produce the .

"right number of physicians of the right kind" and not as many physicians
as possible.

Teaching. Hospital Objectives

The dominant objective of the teaching hospital is patient care. Physician

training and, to varying degrees, medical research are also. objectives of

the institution. These are largely jointly produced activities which means
that the process of caring for patients is inexEricably bound with teaching

and research. Finally, hospital decisions are constrained by limited budgets

and their form of control.

4

There are a number of characteristics which influence the achievement of
these objectives. First, almost all teaching hospitals are non-proprietary,
which means that one cannot impose the analytically convenient assumption
used by economists that the hospital's objective is to maximize profits.
Reality argues that the hospital's objectives include factors such as
quality, size, prestige or institutional reputation, and, to the extent
necessary, net revenues to attain these other objectives. While this i

provides a better description of reality, it is extremely intractable
because of the unknowmatureof the relative importance of trade-offs
among the multiple objectives. Now these factors vary frc.m hospital to

hospital will affect the hospital's response to alternative financing

systems.

The problem of multiple objectives is further complicated by multiple
decisicn makers. The objectives of administrators, service chiefs,
trustees, and medical school deans may frequently diverge or be incon-
sistent,.even if all agree on the hospital's overall goals. For ex-ample,

administrator's may wish to minimize expenses while service chiefs
desire to expand the size or technology of their services with little
regard to other costs or revenues.

e, -55-
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,From the joint product nature of the hospital's outputs (patient care,
teaching, research) it follows that these objectives must be subject to
budget constraints and their composition, i.e. the mix of revenue sources
which, in turn, affect hospital decisions and resOnses.- Two things should

. be noted aeout such constraints. They may be'shifted because of proportion-
ate changes in all of the revenue sources, or the relative contributions of
different sources may change. For example, at the present time hospitals
are reimbursed principally on a full cost basis for in-patient care, but not

for out-patient services. Changing these reimbursement rules would have an
impact on the hospital's emphasis in patient care activities. However,

altering relative reimbursement rates will also'affect the size of the
total budget, which-in turn affects the production of other outputs within
the hospital.

A

As noted in Section II, the rapid growth in the number of residency positions
offered lay teaching hospitals coincided with the growth of cost reimbursed
third party payments under Medicare and Medicaid. To the extent that the
presence of residents,,in a hospital attracts, attending physicians and/or
permits the hospital to impose higher charges, then the maintenance of a
teaching program can contribute to all of a hospital's objectives: im-
proving quality, increasing size, adding to prestige, and possibly in-

creasing net revenues. This points out the difference between graduate
medical edbcation and other kinds of graduate education.,

The teaching process is a source of gratification to all teachers and the
number of students which an individual teacher may have is used as an
indication of his or her status. Teachers in graduate medical education
have both of these but' they, and the institutions in which they teach,
must also tolerate less productivity, longer 'engths of stay by patients,
and increased utilization of ancillary services in hospitals inherent in
the teaching process. Moreover, third party payment has allowed teachers
to meet their objectives and the teaching hospitals to maintain net
revenues while meeting other objectives.

In summary, the teaching hospital is a complex institution with multiple
goals and multiple decision makers. Hospital response to alternative
financing systems likely depends on both the source of revenues and the
costs of producing the hospital's joint outputs - patient care, teaching,
and research. As costs approach revenues, teaching hospitals may well
re-evaluate their objectives and the extent to which they are dependent
on graduate medical education, for both patient care and prestige.

Objectives of Medical Students and Residents

It has-been argued that the choice of an occupation and/or a location
depends on the expected financial an non-financial costs and returns
over some relevant planning period. The importance of non-financial
factors - prestige, intellectual challenge, quality of life - lies in the
fact that an'individual may be willing to trade financial returns for
more desirable non-financial returns. However, the choice will be in-
versely related to the costs of making it. In the case of specialities,
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for exaple, this includes the length of training and costs incurred while in
training. For location choices, important costs might be moving and travel
expenses or separation from family and friends.

It has also been argued that because physicians can reasonably expect to
earn substantial incomes regardless of their specialty and location choices,
their decisions may" not be sensitive to financial factors. Studies have

shown that physician income has little effect on distribution l/ sugges-
ting again, as with teaching hospitals, the breakdown of traditional market
forces. Physicians are able to locate in desirable areas without having to
sacrifice satisfactorily high incomes in return.

The characteristics of physicians in training have been examined in order to
identify factors related to these non-financial objectives. Socio-demographic

characteristics such as marital status, type of home community, personality,
undergraduate medical education, and, to a limited extent, g,aduate medical
education have been examined. Present analytic techniques do not make their

results useful foc specific policy formulation. The major conclbsion is
that non-financial factors, i.e. the backgrounds and preferences of students
and the nature of the medical education to which they are exposed, have a
major effect on specialty choice. The exact magnitude of these influences
is not well specified. On the other hand, undergraduate medical education,
birth, and premedical school residence, and the combination of these with
the location of graduate medical education significantly affect location
choice. (Appendix Table IX)

Of policy interest is that having participated in a rural preceptorship
program has not been found to be significant in location choice. Factors

which have been found to be significant include area amenities, per
capita income of the area, net population migration, presence of medical
facilities, recreational opportunities, and coastal proximity.

In su, zry, within the context of an acceptable income level as a given
objective, individual physicians in training select those specialties and
eventual practice site locations which best meet their non - financial
objectives, e.g. collegial, relationships, amenities in quality of life, and

personality characteristics. Any effort to redistribute physicians must
take these into consideration.



C. Financing Options and Issues

Having defined some of the objectives of teaching hospitals and individual
physicians in training which must be considered in looking at the financing
of graduate medical education, we will first explore issues and options
surrounding:

Who should pay for graduate medical education?
*4

What mechanism(s) should be used?

What are the advantages and disadvantages associated with these
alternatives?

it3

The question of who should pay for something, either goods'or services.
usually depends on who benefits from obtainirig, using, or owning the
particular goods or services and whether an efficient mechansim exists for
making the implied payment. In graduate medical education, as noted under
Objectives, several distinct parties are involved - residents, teaching
hospitals, medical schools, patients, and local, state and federal govern-
ments. (Estimates of the relative direct and indirect contributions of
these parties tt financing GME in the past were given in Section II.) The

most confounding factor is the joint product nature of residency traininb
which includes both education and provision of services.

A first consideration should be the transaction between the resident and
the teaching hospital. According to the theory of human capital, 2/the
relative shares of training expenses will depend on how transferrable that
training is to other institutions or activities. The more specific tht
training to the hospital which provides it, the greater the share of
training costs which the hospital will be willing to absorb. Conversely,

if the training is highly transferrable, as in the case of medicine, the
greater the share that should be borne by the trainee.

There are also variations in the quality and qbantity of training and
services provided across hospital's, locations, and specialties which further
complicate any attempt to fix the relative financial shares of trainees and
hospitals through legislative or regulatory mechanisms. It may be that one

qoal of policy should be to facilitate negotiation between residents and
hospitals with regard to stipends (salaries); working conditions, program
structure, etc. Residents should be able to determine the work of the
training they receive, and hospitals the value of the services provided.
In this context, the unionization of residents may help move the bargaining
process along. The impact of such bargaining remains to be seen however.
(This is discussed in greater detail later in this paper.)
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The implications of these negotiations lead to the question of whether
patients should pay for graduate medical education. This translates into
teaching hospitals imposing higher charge's for patient care in order to .

recover teaching costs from third parties. To the extent that the pre-
sence of a teaching program improves the quality of care, then higher
charges/costs may seem acceptable as long as patients are willing to pay
the addifIonal increent. Disregarding .the quality -of care issue, this last
consideration lines much of its meaning in the presence of extensiv.. in-
surahce coverage. This coverage is usually arranged by agents supposedly
representing pgpulattons of potential patients; e.g. union negotiators, the
Congreqs of the United States. Until recently, the ,bite of ever increasing
insurance premiums has not been disputed by the public.

Germane to this issue is the change in emphasis in societal objectives from
"training physicians" to "training physicians of,the right kind in the right
numbets"; i.e. primary car physicians. The teaching hospital at the pre-
sent time is geared to delivery secondary and tertiary care, that is, short
on long term care for patients with complicated illnesses. It may be'that
ra:changeof location for training physicians may be as important as a change
in reimbursement rates for ambulatory we in teaching hospitals. The grow-
ing success of the National Health Services Corps (NHSC) in attracting and
retaining physicians is encoVraging.' The indicated importance of continuing
access to.colleagues as an influence irq choice of practice location suggests
that the development of the,Area Health Education Centel- (AHEC) should be
,nurtured. In general, it seems that policy addressing inadequate access to
medical care in rural areas might best be focused on "new models" such as
the NHSC and AHEC rather than relying on the previous organihtional struc-
ture

Eihally, is there justification for public financing of GME and if so, what
levels of government federal, state, and/or lodal should be involved?
Arguments for r blic support have been based on the assumption that GME is
part of the public educational system and should be financed as such.

To the extent that there is public support for GME, how should this support
be 'distributed? Aaminisrative considerations aside a fairly strong argument
can be made that the federal government should be the principal underwriter
of educational subsidies, as distinct from subsidizing the medical care
provided by residents. The relatively high mobility rate of new physicians
suggests that certain states would be unable to recoup the value of the sub-
sidies provided. That is, the ability of some states to retain physicians
after they have completed training is inversely related to both those states'
need for physicians and their capacity to subsidize training:

State and local governments, however, may still wish to contribute to the
financing of medical education. Legitimate reasons for doing so would be to
increase th'' availability and/or quality of medical care services and to
improve the oportunities of local residents to become physicians. The latter
has become 'lose if we do, lose if we don't proposition" for state and local
governments subsidizing local residents in medical education. As noted in
Section II, there is some correlation between retention of physicians and place
of residence/medical education; however, the mobility question stated above
with respect to certain states remains.
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In summary, the question of who should pay for graduate medical education

revolves around the issues of insurance mechanisms which.mask and absorb the

differences between education and patient care in teaching hospitals; the

extent to which the individual trainee is willing to rationalize the bene-

fits of his or her training versus long term gains and assume some financial

responsibility fcr this training; and whether, if educational costs can be

separated from service delivery, the federal government should subsidize

these costs.

What are some of the options in the financing of graduate medical education?

The options will be grouped in terms of whether their direct impact is on in-

dividual or institutional budgets. A set of individual financing options

will be discussed first, followed by institutional financial alternatives.

This type of distinction is somewhat artificial since transactions between

hospitals and residents will have secondary effects on both sets of budgets. /

It is also obvious that the options are not mutually exclusive and could be

applied in various combinations.

Individual Financing Options

\. Three types of financing mechanisms will be discussed: (1) self-financing with

the provision of loans, scholarships, and loan forgiveness options; (2) direct

reimbursement of residents for the medical care services they provide; and

(3) granting of some type of start-up capital or guaranteed minimum income

for entering a designated location and/or specialty after completion of

training.

(1) Self-financing through loans, scholarships, and/or loan forgiveness.

To place this alternative in context, let us assume that all public

grants to institutions for teaching/education of medical students

and residents were terminated. (Grants and support for patient care

and research would be continued but at levels which do not allow

spill-over to education.) In all probability, institutions would

respond by increasing tuitions to the so-called full-cost level for

medical students and in the case of residents, this might be trans-

lated into a reduction in stipends (salaries). In place of institu-

tional support, 'there would be some type of loan bank established

'with the following features:

- loans would be financed by the federal government or through third

parties with the federal government insuring repayment, depending

on which approach is administratively less costly. Federal

guarantee is important in order to encourage loans to higher risk

students, particularly those from low income families.

- rates would be set in accordance with current long term interest

rates plus premiums for administration and risk-taking. Risk, fn

this case, is the probability of the applicant failing to complete

the medical education curriculum successfully or defaulting on '

the loan.
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- loans would be sufficiently large to cover tuition in medical school

plus living expenses over the entire medical educations process.
Given the generally high expectedlreturn in medical education, i.e.
graduates utilize the skills theyh-a-ve learned; tnere is no reason
to believe that such loans should not be set at full cost according
to Clocality and type of training.

- physicians agreeing to practice designated specialties, locate in
specified areas, and/or serve defined populations for a circumscribed
period of time would have loans "forgiven" according to previously
agreed upon terms. These terms might include specific agreements for
these service commitments prior to receipt of assistance . The terms
of such "forgiveness" should be changed as national needs change
over time, as should specialty, area, and population designations.
Given the lack of reliable evidence on the effectiveness of such
programs, initial terms would-need to be set arbitrarily with the
flexibility to alter them as the program continues.

Since forgiveness is likely to be most appealing to physicians in
training with potentially larger financial burdens, e.g. those from
low income families, there thou)d be a provision for outright grants
based on need. Tne size of these grants should be chosen to equal,
approximately, the relative financial burden across physicians in
training from different segments of income distribution.

- Forgiven loans would be financed from general revenues or long term
debt. That portion of the system involving physicians who choose to
repay their loans would be set up as a revolving fund which would,
therefore, 'be self-financing.

There are a number of variations on a self-financing approach. One is the
so-called "income contingent repayment plan" or the "educational opportunity
bank." 3/ Other plans vary limits on maximum loans, eligibility, or the mix
of scholarship and grants. Regardless of the specific details, these plans
share the common strategy of altering relative rates of return to the parti-
cipant primarily by increasing the costs of making undesirable choices inso-
far as the program's objectives are concerned.

Cost of such a program would depend first on the size of the loan forgive-
ness for each physician making a desired choice e.g. designated specialties,
and second on the number of additional physicians induced by the program to
make desired choices, over and above thosP. who would have made these choices
without loan forgiveness. Cost for each additional trainee will depend on
the amount of loan forgiveness required to change their decisions. In

general,,the amount of the loan forgiven for each year would have to be at
least enough to compensate for differences between say, urban and rural
practices in terms of both psychic returns and after tax (*and loan repay-
ment) incomes. Evidence on the responsiveness of specialty.and location
decisions to financial decisions and on the success of existing loan forgive-
ness programs (whicn involved very small debts indicates that the financial
incentive may have to be quite large 4/
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(2) Direct fee-for-service reimbursement of residents

The principal objectives of reimbursing residents directly for service

provided are :
(1) residents' stipends would no longer be counted as

hospital costs and presumably would not be reimbursed on a reasonable

cost basis. (This, however, does not resolve the issue of WIcthcr

hospitals should be reimbursed for teaching expenses incurred as pert

of a residency "gram.); (2) direct compensation would better apprixi-

mate the value of-residents' contributions to care and would also reduce

the opportunity costs borne by residents, assuming that they are currently

undervalued by hospitals; and (3) residents' reimbursement rates could be

manipulated so as alter relative rates of return to training, and pre-

sumably practicing, in designated specialties and/or locations:

In praCtice, however, this. reimbursement mechanism would be extremely diffi-

cult to work out. The first and most obvious problem is the kinds of ser-

vices for which residents would be reimbursed: only those where the resident

is the independent provider or also those provided under direct supervlsion

of a teacher. Would the resilient subMit a separate bill for each patient

seen on rounds? Most.importantly, the hospitals and attending physicians

would still be responsible for ancillary costs.in time and services incur-

red by the teaching program. This would be no change from the current

system, since hospitals are reimbursed on a full cost basis for almost all

resident generated services. Finally, at what rates would residents be

reimbursed?

Given these administrative problems, it is probably not an historical acci-

dent that residents have been reimbursed on a flat salary basis by hospitals.

However, elimination of the internship and the identification of residency

training with choice of a specialty may make it feasible to consider varia-

tions in stipends by specialty." In effect, hospitals currently'face suth

variations because not all services Arereimbursed on a full cost basis.

Given that stipends tend_to be similar for all specialties, this implies'

that the net cost.-to a hospital is higher for those specialties reimbursed

at less than full cost It has been argues that prior to direct Federa

support of family practice residencies, hospitals were reluctant to provije

training for ambulatory care specialties precisely because of the lower rate

of reimbursement.,

(3) Direct subsidies for establishing practices in certain areas and/or

special specialties.

This type of mechanism is primarily aimed at specialty and location maldis-

tribution, rather than at financing medical education per se. As with loan

forgiveness, its effectiveness cs a redistribution mechanism would depend

on the sensitivity of physicians' choices to this type of incentive and on

the size of the subsidy required tobring about a desired change.

Administration of this program would involve monitoring effort, defining

and identifying specialty choice, and determining the size of the subsidy

and how long it should be granted. Unlike the first tl.p.tinarcing schemes,

there is a strong argument for significant local cost snring in the case

of subsidized practices or guaranteed minimum income. This is similar td
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-ths:::.exxieruSed by the National Health Services Corps in designated conintini-

et.. -_ The -costs, of setting upa..primary care practice- (equipment, ecord
,,,:ke'Oping.-system,,etc..) are subsidized and a-Minimum income guaranteed the

43hYsician .until the ,Practice is self,sustaining, In many_practices, the--
,tOunagnity will shar-the costs,by_ paying the_selary of the 'nurse during

this-..period. ." _.

etilaAla22t.
:

_The41mple .effect of making _educational grants, to institutions has tradition-
.114Yibeen that it -reduces the cost of education to the student;,,and thereby

--increases -both the number of students seeking training and the number _Of
training places offered. This use of tax monies has been justified on the

Arounds that _public_ benefits .exceed private benefits band that without-the .

,,subsidy,4 a- less tharroptimal quantity Of graduates would be :prOduied. `.
'-'i'., . - -, _ --

, .
,.'-':''' . - ...y:' .

To,this justification has...bepn added the presumption-that medical_ schools and'
-.t.eaditing-hotpitals can influence the specialty and location' Choices of their

'graduates. --If ,physicians' choices are in fact _tit-at:We:1y insensitive tb
,,future financial.factorsi, then this may be ,4 more efficient method' of affec-
tiOg distribution choices. .-------- - -,

.

.4- . .. .-, .__. .

ft.:lent t -three-types ofirants ere poSsibl : ---

Yblock great' contingent 'upon reaching targets for particular-
-- - Spatial ty- andlocation choices ; ,

,.. ,...H.--,------
___,--

:(2) -capi-tation payments per student Ofidliate)_Ooosing a designated
area andfor specie:14i-

...
.- .

.

(3) categori Cal grants for establ i shi no, specific programs to i ii_____-

pence specialty and location c.hoices. ------,--
,-----

:;81ocie=grants .4,----.--- ,------
.

,-----

Desirable targets may be set either unifpriir, yjor all schools or teaching
hospitalsi individually. for each, *Or/ groups or categories of institu-

--Vohs.- The choice of a specifi,aelhod or_approach to influence specialty
and- location decisions woulk-be left to the individual mediCal School. or

T'llosp-i-tal.. In essence,,thfs is the strategy of the Health "Professions
'Educatfonal Assistancb Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-484), which ,prescribes a national

goal in terms of-the proportion of residents training in primary contact

specialtteL4 If the national target 1st-satisfied, then individual scnools
.or hospitals may deviate from the desired average.

-aim; the ,tetere geneity of medical .education institutioni. this approach
allows flexibi14ty. How an institution goes. about attaining its exogen-
ously determined objective would depend on how consistent the goal is with
its preexisting objectives 4nd on how costly 'it would be to mind to the
designated poportion o orimary contact residency positions. Institu-
tions w atisfy the targets in these positions would' in effect
rani' a lump sun bonus. Other institutions may consider the cost of

s .
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eif;ining the target too high relative to the size of the grant. Penalties
for failing to attain distributional targets e.g., withdrawing other
federal funds, would seem to be highly iineffi ,cient, since the original
justifications for making those expenditurel,would presumably still be in
force.

(The administrative aspect of this typeolf financing may be extremely com7
-plek: The Main:problemi_it_seems.-is to hold the institution financially
restionsible (either potitively or negatively) for a decision which_is
:ultimately wde by the individual. Speciftc problems, for example, migivt-
be o. determine hem long after graduation the decision to enter a_designated7
activity has to be made, how long a-period of service would be requited to'
qualify as part of an institution's target, and hour to allocate the decision__
to enter a designated. activity among multiple i.,stitutions_invOlved in medics
edtic_tion. The all or nothing nature of a_block-grantiiiy be_inequttable in
its differential- treatment_af i stitutfOit which either just miss or exceed
liefr

O

Capitation grants

Aminstttution would'receive a-payment per graduate entering a_ designated
acttvity. The size_of the payment muld presumably- depend on the cost of

_generating :desired choices. institutions would'still be free to_choose _

any-method of inducing, desired choices, e.g,, changtm. imisSions-policiet,
setting up special programs, or par ing_412e_payMents 1 f-the individual

traingeS. Unlike block grants, howeirer, there is a disLintt incentive for
ell institulions_toincreasethe levels' of desired activities. Theextent
to which institutions resiiond to this type of incentive will depend on the

'size of the payment, the interest to the institution in producing graduates
of the desired- types, and the costs of affecting ,physicians' choices. _As in-

,loan forgimeness for individuals, total costs of the progOm will depend on
howAet additions Ate defined and measured, and on how, many physicians make
the,desired choices. .

.

Administrative problems are similar to those listed for block grants, except
that capitation payments are more, flexible in that they don't have the all-
or-nothing feature of a block grant. Another issue is whether institutions
would receive payments it. advance to finance any special activities which
might be undertaken, since it ,might be.several years before a graduate's
choices would be determined. The alternative is to base payments on in-
tentions to,enter particular activities. Enforcement gf such intentions
may be difficult,' however.

Categorical grants

Categorical grants would consist of payments to institutions for the purpose
of establishing specific programs or activities. These might include, for
example, rural preceptorship programs, family practice residencies, medical
school teaching positions in family practice. Unlike either block or capita-
tion payments, these grants would specify the "inputs" to. be used without
necessarily impg-ing output requirements.
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Categorical grants may allow greater control- over the specific use of grant
funds, 'HoweVer, it is not clear that this is a more desirable method of

_readhing,eertain goals. The need to monitor -and evaluate independent grants
to multiple institutions would require a certain amount of administrative

_overhead. However, it may be easier to identify_ -phase-out unsuccessful
_grants-Which focus upon institutional inputs rather than the more difficult
ones related to outputs.- --

2oSSible-IMplications of National Health Insurance

There is considerable uncertainty at the present regarding both the struc-
ture and implementation date of a national health insurance system. There-

fore, one can make only very general statements about how possible features
of national health insurance might influence financing graduate medical

-education. Three types of mechanisms_will be briefly considered:

(1_)_= The method of reimbursing hospitals.

(2)_ the-method of reimbursiog_physictanSTand

31----The range of covered services

.Hospital Reimbursement

The pertinent issues of hospitals' reimbursement would appear to be whether
educational costs should be reimbursed and, secondly, whether the method of
reimbursement should be reasonable costs. The former was discussed in C(2)

above and will not be repeated hee. Under the latter, however, a fre--

quently mentiaed alternative is some type of fixed budget, yrospective
-reimbursement, or flat rate system.___( These are treated as roughly equi-
valent here, since they share the common feature of fixing the hospital's
revenues, at least from public sources.) One supposed implication of this
approach is that hospitals will be forced to be much more aggressive with--
regard to cost cutting and employment of an efficient mix of inputs. If

total revenues are fixed, then one would expect hospitals to move toward
offering more training in relatively less costly specialties, i.e., those
which take fewer years of training, consume fewer direct resources (X-rays,
lab tests,, staff time) and are relatively more substitutable for other

hospital services.

A variant cf this method mignt use preetermined charges or fees for the
various inpatient and outpatient procedures performed in a hospital. Again,
economic considerations (residents' stipends; contributions to patient care,
.substitutability with other hospital employees, direct resource costs, and
patient loads for different activities) would likely influenbe the mjx of
residencies offered. Compared to a total fixed budget system, predetermined.
Charges would enable the reimbursing authority to manipulate relative
charges so as to influence the returns to'the,huspital of offering training

in particular specialties. In its simplest form, thil' might involve setting
separate budgets for, say, inpatient, outpatient clinic, and emergencd room

services.
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In general, however, this would appeAr to be'a case of the'"tail wagging the.

dog." Direct subsidies for training in designated specialties would seem to

be more direct and, most likely, less costly as. well.

Physician Reimbursement

One consequence of a "usual and customary" method of reimbursing phYsician s'

is that it tends to preserve existing differences in fees amonaspecialtieS---

and locations, even when the same servtCe_is being-provided. Thus, there

is no- increased incentive to enter A primary'care or.underserved area-prat=-
tice, particularly since the practices tend to-have retatfvely lower earnings

to begin with. Two alternatives which might 19g consikred are flat fees far

aparticular service, regardless of the physttian's specialty or location,

or predetermined fees for different specialties and locations. ,Under an

adjufted fee system, there may be an increased incentive to practice in an

underserved area an a primary care specialty to the extent that the costs

of choosing these activities Are lower than the costs of alternative career

decisions. In effect, the relative rates of return to primary caretpratti-

tioners'inrural areas would increase. The success of such a policy, at

least in terms of influence on physiciaa distributios, id deVeld on the

maanitude of the adjustment in 5-ates.ol return..
.

A third alte4tive is capitation or salailes for physicians similar to some

European models. .Political realities in the United States would seem to rule.

out universal conversion-to this method of paying physicians at this time.

In the lofig run, however,_ continued support of the expansion of the prepaid

group practice concept ,could have a subltantial ilpact on the labqr market

for physicianS. First, prepaid group practices would be informed,linstitu-
tional demanders of physicians"tervices. The supposed incent.ive to provide

medical care:efficiently to a specified population would in some sense

"rationalize" the demand for physicians' services. Althotigh caution must be

exercised, examinaiom of specialty diftributions wi,hin existing prepaid
group practides sbggests a marked increase in the role of primary care

physicians. Secondly, An&pertleps more importantly, prepaid groups can
provide the non-monetary factors, such as regular and fixed hours, collegial
contact, and back-up when needed, whose lack tend to discourage physicians

from'entering prime, care/underserved areas in the context of solo practice.

In effect, this of institutional shift would also affect the relative

.rates of return to various career choices.

nIn general, although the me thod of physician reimbursement might very w ell liOve

a substantial impact on long run specialty distributions, there would not'seem

to le a significant direct effect on graduate medical education. It wpulo

seem that the primary objective in designing a physician reimbursement systein

should be promoting the efficient provision of an adequate supply Of ervices.

To the extent that there are spillwiers to the educational system, liPse
effects should be either compensated for or reinforced by direct intervention
into physician training.
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Extent of Coverage

\
It is_generally agreed.that if national health insurance includes universal
coverage' of, all medical services for the entire topulation,.the biggest
shift in demand will be for ambulatory services.57 This presumption is
tasedon the observation that hospital insurance for inpatient care is

:already quite extensive and many uninsured p'eople have access to hospital
-care through_public hospital system. One likely consequence of such a

_ ,large-Shift in tM demand for ambulatory care relative to ,inpatient care
might well be a jump in fees and earnings of specialties which tend to
provide relatively more ambulatAy care. . , '

Similarly, since insurance coverage (excluding Medicare) is strongly related
to income levels,one would expectdemand to increase relatively more for
low income than for high income families and individuals. Again, this should

_increase both the earnings of physicians serving luch populations and their.
relative share of medical care.services. Both of these factors may move
physitian distributions in desirable directions over the along run as rela-
tive rates of return are affected; Horever, this may be,tempered by the
ability to continue-earning satisfactorily high earnings in non-primary care/
non - underserved area specialties.

C

/

Since it was stated., above that hospitals' mixes oroffered residencies is in-
fluenced principally by the demand for services in.the hospital, a relative
increase in the demand fcr ambulatory services could very well induce hospitals
to increase the propbrjon of residencies in ambulatory oriented specialties.
The extent of this effect, however, would also depend an the nature of the
reimbursement methods and rates for the various types of services. In parti-
cular if cost based reimbursement at less than 100. recovery for ambulatory
servicesOs retained, then hospitals might still be reluctant to offer residencies
in primary care, even in the face of increased demand.

E. qnionization of Residents and Changes in the Supply of Foreign Medical .

Graduates (FMGs)

Two emerging trends which may very well have substantial impacts on teaching
boSpitals are tneounionization of residents and sharp reduce ions in the supply
of FMGs to residency training positions.

(l) Unionization

Unionization by residents is part of the general trend towards
zation of other hospital employees and, indeed, of service workers in
all occupations. It is a procL which, when applied to residents,
tends to evoke highly emotional responses., partially because of the
controversy over whether residents at students or employees; part
tally because of the hospital's image as a charitab.h institution;
'and partially because of a belief that professionalism is inconsistent
with unionization. Professionalism, however, does not seem to hove
precluded the unionization of practicing physicians in other 04.11tri es,
with Canada as the most proximate example. Similarly, the advent of.
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-Medicaid and Medicare, and the growth of private hospital

insurance.have largely made thecharitable hospital, ap anachronism.

When stripped of its emotionai'veneer; ale issue of unionization re-

duces primarily to how much will hospitals have-to pay for the ser-

14:
vices provided by residents. Whether thi, involves salaries (stipends),

working hours, fringe benefits' or prOgrom content is largely irrele-:

vant. To the extent that residents succeed iincreasing their re-'-

turns along any combination of these.dimensions, whether, 'through formal

union bargaining or informal agreements, the costs to the teaching

hospital will increase. in large part, this is but an aspect-of the

implicit transaction between hospital and resident described earlier.

Residents'provide services to the hospital, but agree to receive less

than their full value monetarily in exchange for training provided-by'

the hOspital. Exactly where this bargain is struck depends on factors

which govern most economic transactions in the long run: the value of

the servis.provided, the availability of substitutes to provide

services, and the range of alternatives available to residents: (In

the short run, of course, there are additional costs and.disruptiOns

associated with strikes, lockouts, etc. However, the cqncern of this

paper is with the long run consequences.)
-A#*

What-might beathe effects on hospitals and residents? Based on the-

objectives of the teaching hospitals and the physicians in training

_discussed at the beginning of this section since oo empirical evidence

is available, several possible reactions might be anticipated:

hospitals could move toward increased,employment of lower priced sub-,

stitutes for residents, e.g. new types of pr(fessionals such as nurse

practitioners and physician assistants or specialized technicians; the

total number of positions offered could be cut; and the mix of resi-

dencies could be shifted from those specialties which.generate the.

largest net revenues from gross patient revenue (more expensive pro-

cedures, longer lengths of stay, ancillary services) and yet haye

higher costs generated by longer residencies associateu with these

specialties, to shorter residency programs focused on ambulatory pri-

mary care. These types of shifts, as pointed out previously, depend

on the financlal incentives and constraints faced by the hospital as

Oell as the extent to which status or prestige is an objective of the

hospital.

(2) Reduced Supply of Foreign Medical Graduates (FMG's)

Unlike unionization which max lead to a decrease in residency positions

offored by teaching hospitals, this issue addresses the increasing

number of residency'positions offered by teaching hospitals as they

increase-their affiliation with medical schools and increase their bed

capacity and new hobpitals.are built. (The implications of the latter

two for health Nanning and cost containment are beyond the scope of

this paper but the on in-patient rather than ambulatory care

hps been discussed previously.)
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There has beeea concurrent increase in the numberaof graduates from
.U.S. medical schools and if the percent of residency positions filled
is ,taken as a criterion (Appendix Table V,.page .) this has remained
at a high level. However, if the number filled by FMGs is examined,
it is seen that FMGs tend to be concentrathd in those hospitals which
serve speCia) populations: low income, chronical\ly ill, veterans, etc.

Thus, the consequence may be that as residency positions increase, the
"more desirable" pgsitions will continue to.be.filled by USMGs, leaving.
the "less desirable" ones unfilled when the impact of,the constraints ....-

placed on FMGs letlie Health Professions Educational Astista'nce Act of
197 (P.L. 94-484) is felt. Aside from the impact on teaching hospitals,
therefore, is a mor serious consequence of reduced acces,8\to-Medical
care by population yroups which already suffer relativeb , poor access.

\\

An'additional factor potentially reducing the number of Foreign Medical
Graduates comingto the United States for graduate medical education is
the concern about the qualifyingexamination for doing ,so. In the past
FMGs have been required only to pass the ECFMG (Educational CommisOon
for Foreign Medical Graduates) examination which an be taken at any.,
timel'in their career. This has led to different standards for FMGs
and the USMGs who take Part I of the ROME (Natiodal Board of Medical
'Examiners) :!xaminatioli at the end of their sophomore year and Part II
in their senior year of medical school. P.L. 94-484 states that FMGs
be required to"pass the RBNIE examination as well as an Enjlish facility
examination.

If these "less de4able" positions are to be filled, or if indeed they
can be filled, by USMGs then the higher monetary expectations of these
residents may be beyond the ability of state and local institutions.

The principal Ancern regardiw the reduction of FMGs as proposed by
P.L. 94-484, However, is thed?rovision that after cpmpletion-of training
FMGs must return to their country of origin and will no longer receive
preference.for immigrating to the U.S. Not only do FMGs fill residency
positions in less desirable institutions, they also tend to practice
in these institutions or other underserved areas. The relationship of
this provision to incentives toward specialty choice and geographic
distribution for USMGs deserves careful consideration.

This reduction in FMGs in teaching institutions and in.practice loca-
tions also has implications for the utilization of new types of heart
manpower (nurse practitioners and physician's assistants) to fill a

potential gap in the delivery of patient care.
0

This section has presented some of the issues surrounding the future of the
financing and reimbursement of graduate medical education and some options
for changes in approach. It has emphasized the,need to Cake into account
the objectives of society, the teaching hmpital, and the iniividual physi-
cians in training in considering these options. The relationships between
the needs f: r primary care delivery, legislation to meet,those needs, the
impact of unionization and foreign medical graduates on residency, positions
and these 'objectives have been explored. Policy options have been presented
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in their broadest context and in the absence of suppoitive data. The

following section summarizes the paper and gives research recommendations.
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH :N THE FINANCING OF GRADU4TE

MEDICAL BUCATION

A. Summary of Current Status and Future Options

/:
This paper has described a number of characteristics of the graduate medical
education system focusing on the dimensions, methods, issues, and options'
pertinent to its financing. It was conceived around two themes regarding
data:

w.

The current statu4t'of the financing of graduate medical education about
whith we have ipme, though liMited, data, and

The incentives and constraints surrounding futOre options in 'financing
and exogenous issues which will have an impact on both financing and

graduate medical education per see. Little or no data exist on these issues and
options.'

,After a brief description of the history of the growth of graduate medical
education to place financing and reimbursement in context, Section II pre-
sented the current various sourcesof funding for. GME. These were differ-

entiated between direct federal, state, End Local level funding, e.g.
Veterans Administration or 'state university teaching hospitals, and indirect
support.through patient revenue's, e.g. Medicai-e, Medicaid, and other third

party payors. The latter was critical since approximately 90%,of the costs

. for graduate medical education, outsidenof federal and state hospitals,
comes f.nom patient revenues. In an effort to.arrive at a total figure for
current financing of graduate medical education the following figures were
derived from the diverse 'data. sources:

Direct i.'..deral support $217.2M

)1,11:Estimate of direct support ia.

State ,end vocal governme, c hospitals
Estimate of ,ndirect support through
patient' revenues 520.1

Total appvuimation for GME from 'these
sources Hf support $781.11M

/ .

Major concerns are the inability ...to separate the educational costs in GME
from reimbursement for services rendered in patient care and the impact of
the educational process on additional costs in the teaching hospital:

Section III presented the geographic distribution and specialty choices 6f
residency positionsin the context of financial issues surrounding these
positions: salary; "moonlighting," and collective bargaining. Salaries

(stipends) for first year residNits in one study range from $13,500 in
New Yfirk City to $9,200 in Dallis, Texas. The discrepancy widens by the
sixth yeai- to over *000, "Moonlighting" (working on off-duty hours), the
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traditiool method of- augmenting residents.' salaries iS directly related to

collective pargain'ing. Hospital policies vary on the former and whether
residents will be permitted to .engage in collective bargaining is still in

the COurts. This section includes the limited data on these issues. Section

IV explores their implications.

Also in Section III, available data were manipulated to arrive at some

approximation of the effects of current legislation ,(PL 94-484) on the

costs ograduate medical education in the future when the emphasis is to

be changed from subspecialties requiring five to six, years of residency
training to primary care specialties which usually require only three.
Even giien these changes, based on a number of assumptions, the costs for
GME salaries.by 1990 could be four billion dollars (page 50 ).

Section IV presented the objectives of society, teaching hospitals and
individual physicians' in training in supporting graduate medical education;
some options for financing at the institutional or teaching hospital and

individual levelF.-, and some of the issues which ha,v° an impact on financing

GME.

It was emphasized that any future options in financing graduate medical
education must be considered in the light of the following objectives:

Society'

o. training .qualified physicians to deliver medical care' 1

increased numbers of physicians in primary care specialties
equity of access to medical care both geographically and holistically:
in terms of personal costs to secure themr

o .incentives and constraints chosen so that the products.of graduate

medical education meet the-Jirst thrbe objectives-at-l-east cost to

. soci.ety.

Teaching hospital

patient care
teaching
research
phstige

i meeting the first Jour objectives within the constraints of.'revenue
sources .

Individual

intellectual challenge
collegial relationships
quality of life
an acceptable income level taking into account the,first,three objectives

Given these objectives, some financing options are:

At the institutional or teaching hospital levels-

block grants
capitation payments for students selectihg particular specialty or .

location choices
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categorical grants for establishing specific programs to influence
specialty and location choices

At the individual level .

self-financing through;loans, schol arshi ps , and/or loan forgiveness
direct fee-for-service reimbursement

'direct subsidies for establishing practices in certain areas and/or
certain specialties

Some of the curfent issues which have an impact on gr'aduate.medical education
are national-health insurance, unionization of residents in teaching hospitals,
and the effects of the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976
(P.L. 94-484), particularly with regard to Fore* Medical Graduates. .

The implications of a national health insurance plan center around the method
of reimbursing hospitals and/or reimbursing physicians and the range of services
a, plan might cover. It is generally agreed that- irthe Plan includes universal
coverage Of 'alti.me.d4calA'rvices for the entire populations the biggest shift
in demand wi.11 -be for ambulatory services.

The treildowa41 unionization of resiients and increasing costs to the teaching
hospitals. in- term of salqr.es- and fringe benefits may well lead these in-
stitutions to consider alternative methods of achieving their objective of
p'atient care. Onh of these mettKA might be:the utilization of new types of
health professionals, e.g. nu:rse'practitioners and physician's assistants.
These alternatives would ha,e L.Inside other objectives of the institution
and its faculty in teacpinq and pre-stige

. .

,

The impact of P.L. legal-ding Foeigti Medical Graduates of paramount
concern, both for. residency positions and practice loCatiovs afyer residency.

.The limited st,ilies Which have !)een done show FGs occupy:9 "less desirable"
residency positions, e.g. "Veterans Hospitals, and practicing in underserved
areas, both urbar (-aid rural, institutional and solo-pj:actice.

-'
These have ,..endig,d to be the least reillibur'se.yrposi dons (in* practice areas.tor

The issue is howl, such pos Lions can be f Wi thiri the econeln-ic %constraints
of soctiety.,and teaching institutions*. ".

it}

:.;
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B. Policy Implications

/
Policy makers have a variety of individual, institutional, and indirect
options for financing graduate medical education. Decisions from among i

these options should be based on the degree to which they lead to attainmen
of society's'objectives,Of "the right number of physicians of the right

i

kind in the rigl,t. place' achieved\in the most cost effectiye manner. Ther7
are several considerations, discussed -previously, that havE an impact on the
achievement of these objectives.

7.T. t

It may be that a physician in training is nOt especially_sensitive to -
either financing Methods during training or expected earnings practice
as an incenttvE toward specified specialty or location decisions. It

would also seem that the present indirect financing of GPM through patient
care revenues is Jiiploportionate to the educational component and diffi-
edit to target in cost accounting. On the other hand, recent experienCe
with the growth of family practice residencies and the responsiveness of
medical schpols to capitaPon grdoLa Tram the Bureau of Health Manpower
(HRA, DHEW) sbggests that\institutional response to financial incentives
can be both targeted, and Rrompt.

It is also possible that the relationship between the location pF residency
training and practice location that has_been shown i'i some studies may
diiappear if, imfact, residencies were reallocated to "less desir2ble"
mAtions bo,h.by specialty and geographic location, e.g. primary dare,
residencies :n rural areas.

In contemplating potential realloCation of training sites*. it is.nbviuJ,
that the nature of training provided in rural locations would b.e signtti-,
cantly different toan that in underserved urban areas. This suggests a need
also for redefining the nature of graduate medical training and how noel-
institutional providers might he reimbursed for training provided. Uon-

instituOonal jraduate education nasDeen the mode used until recently by
Schools 'of 3steupathy. They are now Ijradually chaiging to the institutional

model. With 'regard.to financing ortions, thl6 non-institutional approach
might more appropriately fall under one at the individual levsl.

The comiflexiti and diversity, of the graduate medical education system

sugge . that the mix of kolicies sel,,c-ted for moving tmaro desired societal
object es in reaching an optimal financing sYsts be as flexible as possible.

The 4ut!st1on of now :J.le.costs of graduate medical training shOul,d be divided
in options bet4een resideht-, and teachin.4 hospitals cannot be determined in

advance. it ;4TenA on the 4uality of the training provided, the content af-
training activitier" and thc quantity and kinds of medical care services
proided-bi resideks. Since these fact414:iwill likely vary from seting
to setting, predeterniced shareswould beWst difficult to assess or .

regulate. There is a need, then, for the establishment of e mechanism
which encc.-Ages and.facilitates sore de roe of.equity among the relevant
Far Lies. rcsiJvnts, chtng hosp:tals (or Other teaching providers, including
office bac,(1 pnysrc ,6!", and patients.

Finally, to the public dies are called for, tie federal
government r/1.4 be the ferred source of funds rather than, state of
local goernleht fuL :.everdl relurv, Specialty and location distributions

'3
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should be ,Oe :focus of national heal th manbower planning and' only at the

federal level can competing dethands for physidans be evalCiated and ranked.

.Physi=cian mobility leaveS some individual states unable to meet local: demands

throughftheir, medidal edutation systeMS while supplying physicians to other

States. It is imperatiVe that a system te established for monitoring changes

in: physician supply and diAribution, and that this system be used both to
aid 'in--establishing- national goals in response to changing patterns' of
.dekand_for.,:physicians and, to evaluate the impacts, of various financing

Mechanisms.

.
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C. . ,ReCOniinendationS for Resea)7c7h-

This -paper has repeatedly pointed ou the Paucity of data on the /-flinanting
-1r

and reimbursement of graduate mediCal education'. There are two/kinds of
data which are needed.: those which can be collected in a- relaitively_ short
-period of time to give insights into the various activities- apd funcii
sources of physicians in training and longer term studies ofj-impaCts of
changes in reimbursement mechanisms on the graduate medical .eduCafion systeM,
e.g., costs for training and career choiceS -for residents. /

Before listing some 1-necommeriaatiOns for specific research, it must 'be
stated that an obvious research companion to the, multtPle funding options
discussed previouSly is that a porticin of subSidy funds be allocated for

_evaluating the results of alternative .Programs and financing- 'systeMs . In
particular; every effort should be made to collect,f-esearch data-on a-
relatively uniform basis across programs, site's, aind financing systems.

,

Further, in order to facilitate research and evaluation; project and program
objeCtives should be clearly established' and -made xpl itit while projects
and programs are in.the design and formulation states. This will entourage
coordination between research and program management data needs.. These- -kinds

of recommenclations_are particularly within/the purvieW 'of the GM(NAC.

Some of the short-term research questions which need- to be answered, currently
are: / '

1. What are the current costs of teaching hospitals in providing graduate
.medical education in terms. of administration, teaching; salaries to
residents and associated Overhead:coSts?

2. How are revenues allocated to/meet the costs of GME, particularly with
"'regard- to educational- .activities versus ,pati.ent -care? What.accounting;

Mechanism can be established to secure these data on an: on- going-basis?

3. How do teaching hospitals/and the _graduate medical- education faculty
view the trade-offs between costs in terms of education, use -of ancillary,
services,. e.g. extra. la) oratory tests, )(-rays, and the objectives of
prestige and cost containment?

4.. How do teachi-ng hospitals, contemplate coping with increasing costs of
resi-dency programs?, The reduction in foreign medical graduates-? -Are

new kinds of health pr'ofeSSIonars-, a Viable optio'n?

5. What cost redisyribution do teaching hospitals see as a result of a
Change of-emphasis from -subspecialties to-a focus on primary care
specialties.? fcihat impact wi 1-1 the current level- of reimbursement fo.r
ambulatory care have on these potential cost savings?

,

6. What effect would moving primary dare residency programs out of the
teaching hospital into, e.g. Area Health Education Centers have on costs
and location choices? What can be learned from the NatiOnal Health Service
Corps experience? What c...11 be applied from the traditional "apprenticeship"
'method - used by Schools of Osteopathy and the change to institutional training?



While-there is clirarly a pressing: need to establish policies-and- programs
n-order tO,resPond to .current issues, it should also be clear that the
processes of _physiciarkdistributiOn generally require a long _period of
time .t-O work theinselves out. More importantly,- monitoring- and inter-
vention into the process will certainly be a continuing activity. For this
reason, priority should be given, to establi§hing,Iongitudtnal samples, of
-phYsicians who would be surveyed during their .pre- medical; medical,, ad'postgraduate years in order to better estimate the influenr, of changing
financial,market,- and,societal conditions on physicians' Career choices.
If *such, longitudinal samples could be successfully established and -maintained,
thOy could then __become the basis for latest surveys and analyses, of physicians'
practice decisions e.g., prices, hours, patientiloads,_ staffing etc. The
-ekistence of .a publicly available data -base of this sort would be a rich soUrce
of information for future as well as current Policy and research issues.

in the long _term-, looking at the various options discussed. in Section
the'follOwing 'questions would allow some as,se§saierit of the alternatives:

. How do different.,_:_instiutOns (medical -.schools and teaching 'hospital
. respond_ to a grant of a given type and -mount as a function of form

of control and Current budgettize?.

,Whpt.would be the differential effect in terms of public and private
control and budget allocation of awarding. a specific sum in the form
of a capitation, block, or categorical grant to these institutions
to Suppbrt GME?

3. As. a result of these changes in funding:were there, in fact, changes
in institutional outputs, e.g.qultimate ~eer choice- of residents and
lOwered. costs for training? , .

. What criteria should -be used to measure changes? HoW,tiqi.11 career chOitei
and lowered costs be defined?

5. Will Changes in various mechanisms such as maximum loan or scholarship,
interest rate,, repayment peribds,", or loan forgiveness options affect-
the career choices of these physicians? Should time limits on these
chOices be established?

Also, toqthe extent that teaching hospitals, medical schools, and medical
education associations are involved in the design, implementation, and

maintenance of data, there will be opportunities for improving-communication
among -par-tie§ irterested in the same sets of issues in graduate medical
education: patient care and cost containment with an aside for prestige.
ft has been evident throughout this paper, from the diverse sources of data,
that. this cOmmunica...ion has not been present. It is hoped that the National
Advisory Committee will provide the necessary catalyst for such communication.

-79=
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4,

OUTLAYS FOR NYSIONS' TRAINING, BY *AGENCY, FISCAL YEARS
,IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

a,

'Agency 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

TABLE I

1974

{

AOPENDI,X

1968-74

1 973

$169,584 $185,036 $224,780: $269,007 $311;725 $40,7';172

`D'epartnVelit of Health, Education
and lfellare $ 58,876- 89,201 1-01,486 126,116 1 69,-1 79 198,918 238,4 57-

Heal th Service / 2-,844 3,207 4,895 3,282 4.062 5,51 2' " 8 -,018

:HS-A: ridia 'Heal th- -5e,rvfce 842 686 860. 893 =642 :615 --665

HRA: 'Bureau "bi 'Health
Manpower education 18,018 46,108 52,315 80,425 112,814 154,696 189;965

Alcohol , Drug AbuSe and
,

Mental Heal tH Administration 31,909- 50,743 34,936 32,291 42,294- 27,219 28-,429 0
/ .

Social and Reh'abil 1;tati on

CO .,,

2Service 4,328 4,696 - 4,500 4,300 3,381 3;804 3,040

Other HEW 935 3,761 3-,980 4;925 5,986- 7;072 8,340
. .

Appal achialn Regional Commission NA . 3 298 98 ,527 442 224

'Departinen't .of Defense NA 32,187 24,120 32,121 22,088- 27,664' 67,303

Veteran,s' Adm-lnistration NA 48,193 59,132 66,445 77,213 90,701 101,1 88

Sour0: ,Federal. Heal th Spending_ '973-34

O
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-APPENDIX TABLE II

Source of Inceme of- Medical Students
By Control of .Medical Schools.

All Public Private

Source of Income SchoolS School s , School s.

Total* Income' 100% 100% "100%
. ..-

,

, - i,

Total Non-refundable funds*
,,,

Own, earnings and savings
' Spouse's earnings 2-

'Gifts-/loans from family

Neal th Profes&zionsFederal.

S'cliol arthi p ,

NIN7supported Researcn 'Grants, etc.
Amed- Forces. Pay/Armed= Forces -Health

'Profestiont Scholarship . ..

84. ,,. : 85 '82.
. .

23 24 22

24 27 20

21 17 25

1

, .

1 1

1 * 1.

6-
; 8 5

Veterans "benefits , 1

RoP1 it Neal th-. Service Scholarshi p 2

-Physici an Shortage" Area Scholarship I

it, National Medical FellowsWip 1*

,,k6bert.14oOd...dohnson. SchcaarshT0

lji'ants' from school funds 2

.;_/,' State scholarship * l':

:Other. non - refundableundable 1

_ ,

Total Refundable. 16

.

.

Federal- .Neal th -PTOgssions 1.o4p
..

.
-NationalDirect Student -Loan/
:National' -Dtfens0 .Education Student

-:.-- ---Guaranteed- loan- tthroUgh school

or ;private bank)"

4

7

SchOO1 loan 1

=State .loan 1

Private,bank loan (not guaranteed) 1-

'Robert:Wood Johnson Loan
,*

AMA-ERF Loan 1

*Pertonal loan .

*

'Other Loans .1

6- 8

1 1

1 1

1 1

* _
*. ,

. 1 1-

* *

1

Lets than 0.5 pertent.

Source': Survey of Now Medical- Students Finance Their Education, 19744 ,

-81-
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'APPENDIX TABLE

OBLIO'ATIONS INCURRED STUDENTS 'UNDER P.L. 94-484
HEALTA PROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL 'ASSISTANCE.ACT OF 1,976

'Refundable ,(Undergraduate medical , osteopathy,, and podiatry-MOP).

%.1,.. Loans to Students -through the-health profetS)-ions assistance act,extended
through -FY 1977 to ,cover existing ObligationS and it is then, repealed:
Loans shell be repdyable in equal or graduated.,periodk
over a_ ten year period _which 'begins one year after' study completed..
'Stich, loans, shall, -bear interest on the unpaid. portion of the loan at
the rate of 7%. Pr. annum.

Maximum loan intreased from $3,500 to cost of tuittOn _arid $2,500.

2 ;, ...Federal 1 y insured to health professions student* (effective 'FY
1978,-; loans are guditantee& up to $10:000,,a'.1ear -for students in medi,
cine, osteopathy and-podiatry :(MOP) and ag-g-re-gr4te of:$50--;000. nanso
are to .be.used only:for tuition, tools.and-:other -reasonable costs.

Loan pri ncipal -repayable over ,aperitid of 1,615 years starting. 9 -12

=months after- cOmpletion-of training. -Interest rePayable--by-*Student,
throughout life.- of loan at e rate not to-_ekeed 10%. 'D'efaults on loans
insured up to _100% of pr-mdipal and interest. Students payment On
ipal- not required during :periods .of up to 3 years of internship and
residency raining'iOr- Serq.ce. in, 'Armed' Forces,,. Pea6e- 'Corps, Nati.o-nal

. -Health; Service Corps-_or Volinteer "Pit'graM.
-

'
3. National Health, Service -Corp Scholar0i,ps are provfden- for a school year.

under a written contract, ano`:-3include: tuition iii -suth school- year and ell
other reasonable educational .experses, and-a stipend of $400 -a month.

'Each -recipient. of a ,s,choi arshiR' is ,obli.gated to serve one year for each
Year a scholarship, provided',.rr two years? -whichever is greater, in a
heal th manpower shortage 4rea,..

* (Medicine, osteopathy, popjatry, dentistry, and veterinary medicine)

-82-
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APPENDIX TOLE, IV *"., .;
r .

f,:",

'"
Nsumbet oi-InternShi ps , by .Ty0erof Hospital Control :

Q

. ----.,.. Number of- 'Internships -Number-of Interns on Duty-

.
1 o ta 1 Grads .,

(
Total .

, Positions Positions- Pos i tiprli- US,-,
No . 'of Offered 'Filled --Vacant.. Per- Canada

to of Approved Sept... 1, Sept. 1, Sept : 1.- tentage Sept. 1,
,...-: _ -

-Hos.Pi tal s Prograrki.'4, 19.73'____ __ -19/3 1973' a. Filled ... 1973 .CoritrOl - '-- :

."

Governmental ,N,On4ederal
Staie
Couny
City'- :
City- County

2 District-
4

tollbined_ Hospitals 90 251 2,141 2,047 1,770

E0747 96 177
'Federal

U.S.' Air-- Forte- - -13
'US. -Army- . ;7*

11.-S Navy_ - 5 ,..,

U.S'. -PUblic Health ServiCe -4'
Ye-teens AdministietiOn 40

2

-611 ,

.Fideral

'Totals

Totals

. -

7 42
41-
54' 135
,14 86

9 - 83
14 30

33g
,

.
49 147 . 960 877 83 91. , 831-

33 112 - -889 -147 42 95 705

'3E a 84 597 350, 47, 92 269

111 , 28 180 167- - 13 93 : 153_-
10 39 170 149 21 . 88' 124

11-'6- '410 1;*6 -2.590 201- 93 2,082

Non-Governmental Non- Profit ,e

.., Ctiureli !lelated 119 376 1,637 _______ 1,356. .__ 28.1.. ____ 81---- -727-
--..--- lib n ...f. lilt. t:- Co r po r a t to iv- -, '334- -1,026 5,008 4,516 492 90' .2;573%

,-

totalt '
. - 453 1747-2) r;#3-, O 7it . 88

:....
T;Totr . ,

Proprl eta i-y
"Individual` 'f - .. - . r -
,Partnership .: _....., -
Corporation - 2 . '2 25 20 s . 5.

Totals 72- 6. 2 ,if ., 20 -IT
GrincITTotals. 741' 2.204 12,'f35- , 11,03r 1,rA

- --

42 160' : 42
177 =5' '.. .: 97 _ 177

so . 119,',121. 14 -

65 21 76' '60
. 79 4 ':. 53
18, 12 .. 960

5:, -13
NZ . 'ST 90 -.'" IN:

80 -
80,-. :71
91" 7,356:

Sours': Directort.of---Approved-Residencies 197445, MA -,-Sours': ,
0 . 0

.

104

S

.1 -; t ' ! .- .1% tat
,, rorel:gn .`Percentage Flexible

Graduates For Grads. Postt font:
Sept. 1, in Filled- Cif fered
1 ap___- --Post tions , 1D75-1976

4 277' 14- -4;'306

t 14 W' A

. - 4
. , 86

2 . 2 & 62
15: 23 51 ,

26 33
5 ?9 ) 12

Ill 10 2T

i
1, 46 _5' . * 249
'142 17 -258

281 51 87,
14 8 -43
25'' 17 . .55

508: 20 or

. 629 46 6 427
1,943 43 893

1377 . 4 4 1 , 316

., 1;-.....

20 100:3':

-2-6 100-

3;33 _ 31

40001000

2:3ff

.



C

No. of
No. of ApOrrned

Control Hospitals Programs_

mbined °Hospitals 188
Totali . .Tga"

'feder'al . I

.S force' 5
U.S.- Army 12'

.;U.S. travi 12
U.S. Piiblic-Health 9
SON ke

yeteras:Ariminis- 100
-trations

_Other Federal 5=

. _Totals 143

' ist Grivern'mentil Non4e04141
-Sta te_ 212

71

City 45
City-County -20_

^Hotptal *District 1?

Total s . 360

4`,

Non- Governmental-Non- Profit
ChurCh Related 197
tton-Profi t Corp 072_

To ta.1 s 869_
Proprietary - - ---A:

-1Adividual -1

, -PartiTership. 3

-Corporation 13

TOta 1-7

Grand Totals- 1' 577

APPENDIX TA.E V=
, "

NUMBER OF RESIDENCIES', BY TY OF

:Number of Resi,dericies, .

:Total , -Total
.

-Posi t ions Positions= Pos 1 tiring Foreign 1 Percentage 'Residency

Offered . _Filled ;Vacant :Per - Canada 'Graduates For. Grads. Positions 4

Sept. 1, Sept. 1,,. Sept. 1, -centage..-Sept. 1, Sept.. 1, in,Filled. Offered
1973- .1973 '19731' 'Filled 1973 1973 Poittions 1975-1976

;2 _,___1 9 2 __05-.1!

_ 10;275 19:1(g TOT-3; 94- itur t137T 21 - 24,(thi

-...

-31. 313 311 62 83 3t0 .- - : 415

94 884 ''' 797 t 87 90.. .776 21' 3' 1,131 -.

71 - 735. '645 90' ' 88 640 5 ° 1 '880 -

:24 167- 125 42 , 05 114 4 11- '9.__ 207 .

=425 -597 V'81 1.328124 1,100 1,022 -78- 93
. ). .

14 98 68 ' 30 69 50 i8 .-- 6. . ". . 130.4 -.
, i :-. 3

091358 1,357 . 2,968 - , 389- IHIt' 2 315 653 22 :i

HOSPITAL, CONTRDI, 10:1'..

tumtiet"oP R'esi'dents on Duty-. f.
Grads: : - T;tal

.
.

,

214 I-2,462 2,239 223 .91 1

..1,246 - 28 5,99
627172

*6 .
-475 45,188 ? f4,516 67 87

, .

,70 '401 351 ' 50 88 297
I

54
62
15',

3,318 -
1,533

558

28' .

107 1,266 1,170 96 92 .. 450 : 720 -,

22 321- 272 49' 135 230 -4? .. -1 A02

888 9,638 8,548 "1,090 89 . 2,664, i31 . 11 801 ,--,

474:
1,861

3;836. 3;217 619 84 1,654 1,563 -49 4,983

16.2116 14,983 1,533 91 *8 968 .,6 40- 20 429

2 335' 2G 352 18 200 2 152 89 10.622. 7 578 42 t 25 412

t,

- -
1, 4 1

8 - 62 50

9 , 66 51

4 al 53 'OW 48 WI
ace:- 0 rectory o Approve es dent is

v-

3

12'

15'
4 WTI

25
81

77 .

91'_

'/1
33

34'-
33 9ZT

, -...- .
r 17... 34 %,-,--- -45

-17' 33 . 49
14 OF 31- 69 337
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TOtal

Patient care total

;..Itient care mitt) dirett supervision

,Patent care out direct supervision

APPENDIX TABLE VI

'PERCENT DI'STRIBUT'ION OF HOUSE OFFICER `TIME

Teacrhg -kith -patient -care,

Learning

Teachiro-

archarch

inittratigft._

Total Principal

Graduate
associated

.graduate
associated indePendent

1 On

67

1 0 0*

i
.._

64

0 'k
100

70

100'

Mr

0

100..

7L -

9;-

29'

38

1.7'

10

2

3

1

-r

...,

,

28-

36

18

10

3

4

1

32,

36"

17

8'

2

2

1..

31

42'

- -14

10

l-

1

1

.

34

37

15..

10

1

'Institute of" Me.dicine_111:el.:d_aita..._Medi car=eMedi cal d Study-

A

9

109
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APPENDIX TABLE VII

Funding Souizces Used- -to 'Pay. Interns and

Residents ,by type of Hospital Control

excl uding Federal 1975-76 -.

Number"f Times Nadi ng 'Sources were Mentioned

_ Percent of Patient Federal State-, Medical Private Other

Support- Revenue Doll ars Muni'Ci pal School ,Grants Hospitals

.

.1:1 S&M, P S&M P S&M 15- S&M P Safi- g"S&M, 'P: ,*.SAi

. .

1=-10% 0 0 19, '5. 5 2 8 1 1.2 2 2' =2- 6. .. .2'

.... .

11-20%. 0 .. 2 5 -0- '3 ,1 7 5 3. 2 S., 3- 4-,, ,q

21-;-30t , 0 1 1 3 1 3 1 2 0 -4= 4-- =0- s';0'

31',40% 1-- .2' ---1 1 0 2.- 1 , 1 3 5 , Q '0 .3 3 :." 0', 1-,

,R, 41 -50% 2 1.. 1 1 2 2_, . 1 .0 1, 0 3 .3 6: -Ti.

51-60Z. .: 2 7 0 -0-_ '0 r a 0
.,

. 0. 2 .2.-:77--0,--=0=

- 61-70% 8 3 0: -0, , 0 2 0 0 0 0, 1 1 '0 '9;

71-80% 11 5 b o . -0_ -0 0 0 .0. 0 0 _ . 0 0; i . 0

81.40%_ _ 17---,--3--0..-0___.-0___L____o_o____0:____LO___,_0._ -0

`91%-f -143 16, -0 0 1- 9 0 0 0 0 - -0 '0 ,0

.

Total 189 49 27 .9 14 22 . 20 13 17'- 5 18: -18-

-*Uata!, for many of the -hospi tal s will appear under more -than one source of fLiriding.:

s. .-

m=:208, Pri vate Hospi -tal's

-m= 58 State and Municipal Hospitalss

Source: COTH, Association of American Medical Coll eges (personal communication).;
..-t
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APPENDIX TABLE VIII

Committee of Interns and Residents, New York, N.Y.
February -9, 1976

Collective bargaining provisions in New York; New Jersey; Pennsylvania;,
'Maryland,; Washington, D.C., Virginia; North Carolina; South Carolina;,
Georgia; and Florida. See Attached Summary 'Sheet. (Administrative Paper)

-Labor-Relations Acts -in the Private Sector .

(a) The following states have comprehensive labor relatio-ns acts, in the
private sector, including the right to self - organization, to form labor
unions, to bargain collectively, and to engage in concerted activities
fo)" collective-bargaining purposes: .

,

New York (Settioii-s 700-717, Labor Law)
Pennsylvania' (Title 43, Section 211..1-211.1

. (b) The following states have no specific labor relations proVisions
in the..privatesector:.

4

Vir inia
.Nort

South Carolina

(c ). Other states:.

4

NeW Jersey: Has -no comprehensive labor relations. act. Rdwever,
Article I, paragraph- 19, of the state constitution gives'pri_vate
employees the right7to-organiie and- to bargain collectively.
".Yellow-.Dog" -Contracts- are prohibited- by 34:1 2--3,- -New.

jersey also has.spedific provisions for labor disputes for those
working in

Maryland:: No comprehensive labor relations act. HoWever, Article
100-; Section 63 gives employees the right to self-organization., and
Section -64 outlaws "Yellow Dog" contracts.

Washingtori, D.C.: Congress has not passed any labor relations act
specifically for the District of Columbia:, However., "commerce" is
defined in the National Labor Relations Act so' as to include all
,..mmerce within the- District of Columbia,.,,without regard to jiiniS-
'dictional dollar amounts. So -the NLRA will apply to District of
Columbia labor relations:



,Appendix- Table VIII (Continued) I

Florida! No comprehensive .labor relations act.. -.However; Section 3'/of

,41443-4-friTlirllegulations Act guarantees employees the right to form, idoin
or assist labor organizations, to bargain-Collectively, and to engage.

in concerted activity for the purpose of Collective bargaining. /Other

sections of this act specify what-constitutes unlawful conduct, by;

unions, limit, maximum union initiation fees, require the liCensiing of
business agents for Unions, ,and require certain reports from unions.

Georgia: Has no comprehensive labor' relation"; act, but -does have

.
1 egisl ation which forbids union _security agreements,ty public iemployees,

and 'regulates strikes and picketing. /

2. Special provisions for the hospital industry

= I

Only New York. haS such provision: :Section .7l6 of the Labor LaW.I, states-

that c011ective" bargaining: contracts with employees,, or their representa-

tives, in non7,prof-i-tMakinghospitalsand4=esidential care centers which

do not contaih provisions for the final and binding determinatii.On Of
grievances, shall .be deemed to include-a provision for the submission of

such _grievances, to final and binding arbitration. Impasse led-dye

barginAng is subject to 'a form of arbitration:, I-
..

Labor Relations Acts in the Public Sector

In Maryland_, the District of Columbia, Vi

.Georgia it is uncertain,whether any hospital ethployeps are "pulilic

eliffficiYffes7"- -.1-Trtlrejtme-e-0-fNuna, only_ persons engaged -in aw

enforcement .or fire protection are "public

(a) Right to, collective bargaining

(1) Public employees have the right to, engage in collective

bargaining in the following states:

New York (Civil Service Law 200, 203)
New Jersey - (34:13A - 5.3) (with exceptions not relevant

Pennsylvania (Penn. Public
Adt. No., 195,

Washington, D.C. - (District
Part 1)

Florida (447.001, 447.004

-88-

112

Employees Relations Act -
,july,23, 1970, Section 1017230.1)._

Commissioner's, Order No. 70-229-
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Appendix fableTVIII ,(Continued)

M1

'(2) The following states have-collective7bargaintng provisions-for
public- employees for portionS.of the state:

Maryland: The Baltimore,City Code, Section 112, provides for
collective bargaining for public employees,. Article-I, Section
64. 6(A) ,of the Code of OubliC Local Laws - implies- that_publit
-employees in Allegheny County have the right to engage in,
collective bargaining. There seem to be no-clear provisionsfor
public emplOyees elsewhere-in Maryland.

Georgia: Public employees in Chatham, County and in the-City of-

Sav,annah have the right to engage in Collective bargaining.
There _are special provisions for collective-bargaining and strikes'
fbr firefighters. There do not appear to be any explicit pro-
visions for-other publiceMployees.

4(3) S6uth.Carolina has no provisidAs.on this subject.

-(4) The following states seem to forbid-collective bargaining by
.public employees:

Virginia: No statute: forbids or permits collective, bargaining

by public eiployees. However, an opfnidn-d7 the State Attorney
General; dated,October 7, 1974, states that, absent express
authority from the General Assembly, local units of government
may not enter into collective, bargaining-,agreement's- with -their

employees. An.earlier opinion of July 1962 states that city
officials- are not dUfy-bound to negotiate- with a -union Fe-
presenting city employees, bijt may do so- if they wish.' State

policy, the opinion went. on to say.,, discourages but does not

,-forbtdLsuek-deal5n4s).
, \

A

_

North` Carolina: Under. Section 95 -85 of the laws. of North Caro-,

lina, Public employees may not bemembers of any trade-union,
or labor drganization affiliated with a national labor organi-
zation which hat as its purpose or one of its, purposes, col-
lectiveibargaining with any employee.. (ThiS' statute probably
only covers ,persons in fhe fields of law enforcement or fire-.

fighting,. A three-judge federal court held thi'S statute uncon-
stitutional in: Atkins v. -City of Charlotte, 296 F., Supp. 1068,
70 LRRM 2732 (D.C.N.C. 1969).)

(b) Provisions for determining bargaining representatives for
public employees:

. ,

The-ollowing_states.have such proceduret:

4

:_New.York - Service Law.204=;_204a, 206, 20),
New Jersey - 9:11-.1, 19:11;1.2)%
yennsylvania-L---.(Art-40e-LM-601-607)`
MashingtOn:M. (see LMRA; see also-Public Employment Rules-

and .Regulations Chapter -II - Parts 201
:

and 202).

113
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Florida - (447.,008 447.4091, see also .Public EmploYees,
'Rules and Regulations 81-1-200, BH-300)

(2) Maryland has ,procedures for Baltimore City- (Code Sections

115-117), and for. Allegheny County.,(See Article I Section 64B(A)
of the Code of Public Local Laws)-.

(3) Georgia .has no specific provisions on this subject.

Impasse-_Procedures:

New York .(Civil Service. Law 209-, provides for PERB assistanCe
or for the appointment of -.a -fact-finder).

New Jersey - (Section 3411'3A,,,'6(b) - provides that the state
commission may take steps to effect a" voluntary resalutictri_
or, the Divitiom of Public 'Employment kel ations may dirett
or suggest fact-findi6g). .

Pennsylvania - Article -VII, Sections 801-80, procedures' for
mediation, fact-finding, or arbitration).

Florida - (447.012 7 provides foe a mediator to be appointed
'0Y -either -party, -or -for-appointment-of a 'special- -master.
acceptable to both parties, and for submission to the leg- ,

sl ati_ve..body if impasse_is_liotmesolved.by.
master. See also'Public Employee Rules and Regulations,
-81-500)-. '

Washi- ngton, a-medi-ator-bn
request -.of the -parties, or upon-a motiorf-by- the Personnel'
Office, to be-.appointed by' the _Board).

Maryland - Baltimare.- see Baltimdre City Code Section 119` -
appointment of an impasse- panel. Al 1 eperiy "County - see _
Section 64B(C) of the Code Of..Priblic local._Laws - which -pro-
vides for: the appointment.Of an impasse .by 'the, County

.Commissioner. There are no ,provi-sions for -other: parts -of
Maryl and: :

Georgia - 'No- spedific provi'Sions.

(d) Strike Provisions.:
,

(1) The following states, prohibit strikes by public employeeS:
.0

New York - (Civil Service Law 210)

New Jersey - (see Board OTrducation V. N.J. Education
Association, 69 LRRM -2870,-247 A. '2d 867 (New

Je.rsey Supreme Cobrt, 1968).)'

-90-

114.



Aptiendix Tab (Continued)' .

Florida - (447.001(4), 447.018)

Maryland - Strikes are,barred -in_ Baltimore (see Baltimore
City 'Code), apd.- in Allegheny County (see .Code of Public
=Local Laws 6413 CD)-. .No: provisions for the -rest .of the
state-.

_(2) 'Washington, D.C.- and Georgia. lte no express proViSiOn.s.
,

(3) Eennsyl vani a percalis_s takes by-:_publicemployees-exeept
-where they create a, clear' and__preSent !danger-to-the-
.health, Safety, oe. welfare of -the - public; or- if they
occur during an ArtiCleNIII impasse proceeding.

'1 '',
' thenext page-is a graphic summary of.the collective bargaining -provitions in

the tekttates just described in .the narrative. The code 'fb-i-. the summary is
_a + for the _states_ which have specified collKtive_ballaining provisions and,
an X for t4se---Cahickdo -not.- , -,

.--

ti

.191_

I

4.4

c4
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Vol untaiy;Hospitals
'Right to-organize

'Right to compel
collective -bar,
gaining

Mathinery-'re irepre=
sentation4rid bar-
gaining

IMpasse machinery

Suninary Sheet ,oftbilective-Bargaining Provisions
in Ter States.

.Ad. D C V N.

.4

S.0
Florida

4

(arbi- +
tration X

4,

PuhlicKospitals;
Right to organize

a;

.3altirndre 47
Allegheny (express

statutdry
Prohibi-.
tion -held
unconsti-
tutional

Chatham

Savannah 4

. ght to compel-
. ye- bar- .

gaining_
+

laftimo're -+-
Al 1 eglieny
20.

'X rChath ii
'Co.
Savannah-+

Machines)), re-repre-
sentation 44 bar!.
ga

lalt-imore-41
lne§lierly

--Co.

Impasse, machinery (fact-finding
for State (AM-
tration -for City)

(fact-
finding)

:of:of Stri.:0 t

116

tration)

7prohibits strr es
creating cloar4;
present danger or
during inipi-pr9;

Balti.
(impasse
panel)
Al 1 egheny
Co. (im- *4
Pi?.S3P panel)
Baltimore
Wighesty
Co. +

midi a-
,tion)

.4

'Io.express
statutory
provision

po: expresS
statutory
provision

-C

No-express No express
statutory. statutory
Provision provision

No express
statutory
provision

traeitatIon
Special -fas-
ter. legts-
latiie)
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APPENDIX TABLEIX

VARIOUS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF PHYSIC .IAN LOCATION

a 5

a

Percent of Graduates with Residency Year of Graduatior)
Training, Practicing In the Same State as: 1945 1960

Residency Training .58.8 62.8

-Prior. Residence 54.6 52.5
.1

42.3. 47.5

,Medical. Ccillege 42.4 42.3

-:Percerit. of -A11-Graduates
. Practicing in-the `Same State as

P_IR

PMR ). .

MIR .
PMI
PR,
LR-
MR.

PI - .

1:1M-.
...

MI
.0

R

'5 45 a

M

P

-No 'Contact

Year-of-Graduation
1945 195a

23.1
---5..-6

\\8.4
2.2 `

-3\7

25:3

6.3
3.2
2:2

3.6 .2.7
.--570 7.6

' 1.3 .1.1
1 . 2.2

_4.1--.. 4.3
.2 .3

9.3 9.8
6.9 5.5

1.4

22.0
0

20.7

Year .O'f,,,Graduation-
1945 19.50Piracticing in the Same,_State_as__:___

PMG- l. ...

-PG . : t,'
MG ..)::,.

.

PM 2 ,ci.

M-

G,-:-'

.P'__

AorCorita:ci.

36.2
11.4
3.7

'4.1
1,7

'21.2
.6

22-0

33.8
11;6'
4.6-

.4.3
. -1.4

22.9_
.7-

20:7

1.3

r -93-
. _ lv



Appendix Table IX, -.Continued'

1

SOURCES: A. Weiskotten' et al., "Characteristics of Medical College

Graduates," p. 1086;

B.C.COmputed from Table II ,Weiskotten et al., p.-1088,

NOTES: Part A of Table I: Shows the simple figur'eS for 1945 and 1950

graduates.withresidency training. This, procedure,. of course, double

counts, since the four events are not mutually exclUsive. Therefore;

in Part. B- of Table I, theSe data .aredecompOSed into their 'resOective.,

mutually exclusive categories. In._Part. C, internship and residency

are grouPed together into a single Category, G, representing, post-*,'

medical school graduate ,trainibp

0 ..

P = Pre-Medical school residence state

= Medical school state-

I = Internship state_

R = Residency state ,

.G Internship or residency 'state

' r

A 6 .

-94-

119

7

t
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As an adjunct to the referencEscited at the conclusion of each of the
sections of this paper, the following -provide some-additional 'information
on- the major sources of data or influences on graduate medical education
trends:

N
1. The Council of Teaching Hospitals of the 'Association of Amer-P:2n Medical

Colleges entitled COTH .Surveys of House Staff Policie. The 1975 COTH
study reported was the seventh annual survey in the series. It was mailed
to the-400 members of COTH and 314 member hospi responded. pata are
reported on stipends for residents, fringe benefits, malpractice ,car_riers,

- and house staff collective bargaining negotiations:
. - ----, .....---

2. American Medical- Association Directory -of AoproVed Residencies 1974-1975
and :1973-1974. ThiSdirectory contains -all of the information of Iniport-
ance to physicians. planning. for residency training, fo_r II-Censure, or for=
special ty boArd-certilication.

. -
....---------'. ....----. ._ ------;

- 3. Federal- HeOth Spending 190,-74- by Lows B. Russel et al,_ Center for
Health. Policy Studies, national Planning Association, D.C., 1974. Tr;

_p'ublcatibii describes the health' expenditures and programs of the
'Feder:61 Government for the period 1969-=74..___7.-------.

. .

. Journal of the American Medical Association, 76th Annual. Report
."Medical Education in' the United States, 197477.5_"7.Dpcember 29.', .1975, Vol .
234, No 1.3.- This is-Sue documents the number of mediCal students who
are appointed to a residency before they receive their M..D. degree. -It
also indicates the shift that is occurring since as of July 1, 1975
many graduates are being appointed directly to the, irst year of
residency.

5. Medicare Medicaid Reimbursement Policies, Social Security Stddies.
Report submitted by the Institute .of Medicine of the National Academy
of Science, March 1, 1976 to the Subcommittee on Health of the .Cojapittee-
on' Ways and Means 'US House of Representatives.._

this report and the studies entailed were performed a't thejcequest of
Congress in 1973. It called upofithe Instituy-of:Meditine to conduct
astudy of -the payment of physiCan-teaching,hosPitals under Medi-
care and Medidaid_and.the--effect- of Medicare and Medicaid on the
speciaTtY and geographic distribu ion of physicians and the training

7of.foreign medical graduates. Par I Contains the summary of findings,
conclusion and .recommendations. art II- contains detailed data and
findings orr the organization and financing of teaching hospital activi-
ties and compensation of teaching -physicians, graduate medical
cation, payment options and their impactsr-froman in- epth study of
}1) :teaching hospital's.

Eurther analyses are being dor.e on :the
`regarding -the costs of. graduate medical
beairailable in the ,spring of 1977, as
Metlicar.Kcand Medic-aid.

-7

Institute.of Medicine Study
education: -These .sliould _

Part IV of. the .SSA, report on-,.

4.,



N.

6. "An- piamination -of Hotpistal Graduate Medical :Education 'Costs ReiMbtirsed
--,,, by A-, Medicare" Division of Medicinelhirekpf-ifealtli Manpower-

?,

...,4,

_Y-1
.

This study crystallizes some of the major 'Concerns in financing= Oraduate
,medicar_educatiop iaenttfied through an:analysis of Medicare cost-reports

-. and related education prograni data, in 28 hospitalS. :b,
- ,

`#

, , , , ,. .
. .

-7. -OMB Study Of Recruitment and Retention' of Federally-Employed ,PhyMciatis
and Dentists. .,

. ._4 ._ 4.1
. V . "r

i
%

1.' , N

Publid Law -94-123 enacted on -October 12 ,_ 1978; .proVided pay bonuses to
physicians .and defitists in the Netec.ant Administration, Department
of ,Defense and the,Department of ,Hgalth, Education, aridf Wel fare. In
addition; Section 4 ,o-F;R.L. 94-.123 directs the tomptrolleGeneral.a.ne
the 'DireCtor of the Ofice._of Management and.Budget-to,Submit reports.

. to Congress on the short and long -tent problems faccing 'Federal- agencies
n recruiting and retaining ,physicians and dentists, and: give. recOmmenda"-

tions fOr4saction, Thi-S report, therefore, =Provided Orr- .data used'irt.. a
79VITIFihis

. -

;the Health Professions EducationaLkssistance Act of l9-76 -(1.1.`94-484)
contains ,several provisions affecting- graduate medical education. Among'

these are:

(1)), Any- institution- whh_Inaintains a medical resicl'enty training 0V*
prectice,-general internal' medicine, -general pediatrics;

or general_" obstetrics and gynecolO§Y,,and receives any federal:_atSist
tame for these -programs area to establish or maintain .residency
positions which are shared two:Andividuals- _(Title 'Section
2o9).-.- A

0 (2-) Foreign-Medical -graduates coming to the Ori'ited- States"- for graduate
medical' education, who have not passed, partt r-and the 'National'
Board' of Medical Examiners Examination,lor equivalent) nor,demonstrated',
competency in oral and ,wiltten -EngliSh, must have prior assurance 'by
an accredited school- of ,?.sumption_ of --retpons'ibility for the. FMG's-,

competendy. The FMG is to return to. country of origin or last_ _

-residence, after 2-years of GME, unless specific, exceptions are -made..
erection 6017).

%

(3), Medical' schoqls, in order to be eligible* 'for capitation grants for
undergraduate students, much-have in their direct or affiliated
medical residency training programs in- primary- care at least 35%.
-of all filled first year residency positions. (Title V,, Section
770) -

(4), drants may be made to schools of medicine and osteopathy to meet
the costs of establishing Departments of Fanfily Medicine. (Title,'
VIII, Section 781).



T

.1.3.).......talch:-medicalLior. osteopathic school participating -iivArea Health
_-,- :Education Centers will provide for or conduct ,a- medical. residency

training program in famiiy.mediCine'orgeneral Internal Medicine.
Q ' tilt 1 .V RI, Section 7£3411:* . o'

r
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